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Famous as the birthplace of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, Philadelphia offers much
more than cobblestone streets and historical landmarks. Cultural, culinary, artistic and ethnic

treasures abound in this city and its surrounding countryside.

What makes Philadelphia so memorable is its unique blend of experiences that one must discover
in person. By day, explore four centuries of history and architecture, beautiful neighborhoods,
remarkable museum collections and endless shopping. After the sun sets, the city heats up with

acclaimed performing arts, amazing dining and vibrant nightlife.

All this and more attracts more than 39 million visitors to the Philadelphia region each year,
sustaining 89,000 jobs in the hospitality sector and generating approximately $10 billion in annual

economic activity.  Philadelphia is a city on the rise and has become a world-class destination.
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Message from the Mayor

The City of Philadelphia, birthplace of the nation and home to world-class cultural
institutions, universities and more than 1,100 hotel rooms, is unlike any other municipality in
the United States.  Each year, more than 39,000 visitors come to experience the fine dining,
diverse neighborhoods and beautiful scenery that Philadelphia has
to offer.

Philadelphia is a place where people of all backgrounds come
together to live, work and play in a modern, urban setting filled
with old world charm and historical significance. There is
something here for everyone: whether it’s the magic of the
Avenue of the Arts or the endless shops and boutiques to explore,
we are top of the class.

Philadelphia is proud to host more than 1,100 special events
annually, and we are looking forward to hosting one of our
biggest events yet – the World Meeting of Families in September 2015. I am pleased to
support this application to the International Festival and Event Association for recognition
as a World Festival and Event City.

Michael A. Nutter
Mayor, City of  Philadelphia
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Letter from the Managing Director

Philadelphia, the City of Brotherly Love, the birthplace of American independence and a city of great
neighborhoods, is a special place.   A city that is home to the nation’s largest urban park system, renowned cultural
institutions and a historical background unparalleled in the United States, the City of Philadelphia has forged a
reputation as a world-class destination city.

The City of Philadelphia has proven, time and time again, that we have the
infrastructure and capacity to produce world-class special events.  We are on
the cutting edge of innovative public safety tactics and stakeholder
management, honed during the planning and execution of hundreds of large-
scale annual events.  In September of 2015, Philadelphia will be the first
municipality in North America to host the World Meeting of Families, an
international gathering of members of the Catholic faith that drew over three
million visitors to Milan, Italy in 2013.  Building on the history of successfully
hosting the Republican National Convention in 2000, Philadelphia has been
selected as a finalist to host the 2016 Democratic National Convention.  Big
things come to our region, and we are fully prepared to successfully negotiate
these challenges.

As a world-class destination city, Philadelphia has always boasted a thriving hospitality industry.  In recent years, we
have recognized a growing trend in the number of festivals and events taking place in urban areas, both in our
region and across the country.  Philadelphia has embraced this proliferation of special events as a tool not only to be
used in the attraction of tourism and visitors, but for economic development, urban revitalization and community
building.

The excitement that comes with an expanding event and festival marketplace is palpable and extraordinary.
Significantly, special events are not just reserved for Center City.  Street festivals, outdoor food markets, fundraising
runs/walks and similar events are revitalizing underutilized commercial corridors in our neighborhoods and uniting
community members to improve quality of life throughout Philadelphia.  Major concerts, such as the Made in
America Music Festival, are bringing visitors to the region and filling our hotels, restaurants and stores during what
was once a barren Labor Day weekend in Philadelphia.  As Managing Director and Deputy Mayor for
Administration & Coordination, I can state without equivocation that, because of our many remarkable events and
positive activities, Philadelphia is a city on the rise, and its recognition as an IFEA World Event City is certainly well
deserved.

Richard Negrin, Esq.
Managing Director/Deputy Mayor for Administration & Coordination
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Jazelle M. Jones is currently the Director of Operations/Deputy Managing Director in the Managing Directors
Office for the City of Philadelphia.  In this position, which she has held since 2005, she is responsible for providing
oversight, coordination and execution of city services to more than 300 special events and approximately 8 major
motion picture film productions held each year in Philadelphia.  Signature events include parades, concerts, the
PIFA Festival, Philadelphia Marathon Weekend, the Welcome America Festival and the Philly Cycling Classic to
name a few.  In 2011, Ms. Jones was the project manager for the “Occupy Philly” encampment on Dilworth Plaza.

Ms. Jones’ knowledge of, and experience in, special projects management is
comprehensive and includes writing operation plans, working with Police, Fire
and Homeland Security for events which require the direct involvement of all
city operating departments.  Ms. Jones works closely with the Law Department
and is responsible for ensuring that all necessary permits, insurances and
agreements with the City are executed prior to any event.   Ms. Jones is also
responsible for monitoring and analyzing the departmental performance,
operating costs, reimbursements and serving as a catalyst to encourage
cooperation and collaboration internally and externally.  Other special projects
have included: Presidential visits, British Monarchy visits, Project Brotherly
Love (Hurricane Katrina Relief Effort), FEMA liaison (recovered $4M in
reimbursements to the city), Democratic Presidential Debate at Drexel
University, Extreme Home Makeover, Lebanese Repatriation Effort, Liberty
Medal Ceremony, 150th Anniversary of the Academy of Music and the
Philadelphia Crime Summit Conference.

Ms. Jones was originally appointed by the Mayor in November of 2001 as the Director of Planning for the Mayor’s
Office of Community Services, the City’s anti-poverty agency. This position carried with it direct responsibility and
oversight of the funding sources ($300M) that provided direct program services to low-income families.  Prior to
joining the City of Philadelphia, Ms. Jones held numerous managerial positions in the private sector.  She is the
recipient of the Governor’s Award for Local Government Excellence, the American Red Cross Humanitarian
Award, the Mayor’s MVP Award, and the NAACP National Voter Fund Award.  She and her husband, 4th District
Councilman Curtis Jones, Jr. have four children and live in the Wynnefield neighborhood of Philadelphia.

Jazelle M. Jones
Deputy Managing Director & Director of  Operations for the Office of

Special Events
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1.A - Current City Population

The population within a 50 mile

radius of Philadelphia is

approximately  7,540,190.  This

figure was obtained through the

University of Missouri’s Circular

Area Profiling System or CAPS,

which utlizes data from the 2012

U.S. Census.

(http://mcdc.missouri.edu/websas/ca

ps10c.html)

The current population of

the City of Philadelphia is

1,547,607. (2012 U.S.

Census)

1.B - Current SMSA Population
The current population of the

Philadelphia metropolitan

statistical area (MSA) is

6,012,176.  The Philadelphia

MSA is the 6th largest in the

United States. (2012 U.S.

Census)

1.C - Population within 50
mile radius of  Applicant City
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1.E - Primary Event Venues

Venue Name Indoor/
Outdoor Capacity

Water/
Power

Accessible?
Events

Benjamin Franklin Parkway Outdoor 500,000 Yes (Both) Festivals; Concerts; Runs/Walks

Pennsylvania Convention
Center Indoor 300,000 Yes (Both) Expos; Meetings; Fairs

Lincoln Financial Field Outdoor
(Stadium) 68,000 Yes (Both) NFL & NCAA Football; Concerts

FDR Park Outdoor 60,000 Yes (Both) Runs/Walks; Concerts

Citizens Bank Park Outdoor
(Stadium) 45,000 Yes (Both) MLB Baseball; Concerts

Independence National
Historical Park Outdoor 30,000 Yes (Both) Concerts; Ceremonies; Historical Displays

Wells Fargo Center Indoor (Arena) 19,500 Yes (Both) NHL Hockey, NBA & NCAA Basketball;
NLL Lacrosse; Concerts

Mann Music Center
Outdoor
(Concert
Venue)

13,500 Yes (Both) Concerts; Festivals

Liacouras Center Indoor (Arena) 10,000 Yes (Both) NCAA Basketball; Concerts; Expos

Penn's Landing - Great Plaza Outdoor 10,000 Yes (Both) Concerts; Festivals

Penn's Landing - Festival Pier Outdoor 8,000 Yes (Both) Concerts; Festivals

Franklin Square Outdoor 7,000 Yes (Both) Festivals; Educational Programming

Rittenhouse Square Outdoor 6,000 Yes (Both) Concerts; Galas; Festivals; Markets

Robin Hood Dell Music
Center

Outdoor
(Concert
Venue)

5,800 Yes (Both) Concerts; Festivals

Electric Factory Indoor/
Outdoor 3,000 Yes (Both) Concerts; Festivals

Headhouse Square Shambles Outdoor 2,600 Yes (Both) Festivals; Craft Shows; Open Air Markets

Verizon Hall (Kimmel
Center) Indoor 2,500 Yes (Both) Home of the Philadelphia Orchestra; Opera;

Concerts; Meetings; Expos
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1.F - Hospital and Emergency Response Availability

The Philadelphia metropolitan area is home to numerous nationally ranked
medical institutions and health care facilities, including the world renowned
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.  The Philadelphia metropolitan area is also
a rapidly expanding biotechnology sector.  U.S. News & World Report has
consistently ranked the City of Philadelphia as one of the top cities for medical
care in the country.  The Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania was
chosen as the 15th best hospital in the nation for overall medical care in its
2012-2013 rankings.

The Philadelphia Fire Department  is one of the oldest established fire
departments in the United States and currently consists of 1,973 dedicated
public servants.  Responsible for fire protection duties and emergency
medical service, the Philadelphia Fire Department responded to 437,329
calls for service in calendar year 2013.  Representatives from the
department’s medical, fire, hazmat and homeland security units are fully
involved with the planning and execution of all special events taking place in
Philadelphia.

Philadelphia Police Department (PPD) is the nation’s fourth largest
police department, with over 6,600 sworn officers and 800 civilian
personnel.  The PPD is the primary law enforcement agency for
Philadelphia County, which extends 140 square miles and includes
1,547,607 residents (2012 U.S. Census).  The PPD Traffic Division is
the principal unit in the Department responsible for the execution of
special events.  Traffic Division supervisors are permanent members
of the City’s Special Event Task Force and are closely involved in the
planning and execution of all events requiring a police presence for
traffic and/or crowd control.  Additional units and divisions, such as
the Homeland Security, Civil Affairs, Marine & Aviation Units, are
included  in the planning and execution of events as needed.

The Managing Director’s Office of Emergency Management (MDO-
OEM) is responsible for ensuring the readiness of the City of
Philadelphia for emergencies of any kind through an integrated and
collaborative program that educates the public on how to prepare for
emergencies, works with organizations throughout the city to prepare
emergency contingencies, mitigate the impact of emergencies and enable
the city to recover from an emergency as quickly as possible. To
accomplish this mission, the MDO-OEM employs a highly dedicated
and talented group of professionals, who oversee development of the
City's plans for large-scale emergencies and disasters, and coordinate and
support responses to and recovery from emergencies.
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1.G - Hotel Information

Philadelphia is home to more than 11,000 hotel rooms city wide.
This number is expected to grow substantially in the coming years
as numerous hotel construction projects are underway in the
Center City area and beyond.  New hotel construction is expected
to bring an additional 1,200 rooms to the City of Philadelphia by
2016.

A dynamic combination of tourism, access to transportation, a
thriving business community and a variety of special events have
allowed Philadelphia hotels to post greater than 70% occupancy
rates every year from 2004 to 2012 with the exception of 2009,
the height of the recession.  The establishment of the Made in
America Music Festival as an annual event on Labor Day weekend has turned what was traditionally a slow time for
the industry (66% occupancy rate) into a financial boon, with Center City hotel occupancy averaging more than
90% over the course of the festival at extremely competitive prices.
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Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA)

The City of Philadelphia and its immediate surrounding counties are serviced by the Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transit Authority, or SEPTA.  SEPTA’s core mission is the delivery of safe, courteous, convenient and dependable
transit service to residents and visitors to the City of Philadelphia.

In 2012, SEPTA received the award for “The Best Large Transit Agency in North America” from the American
Public Transportation Association, or APTA.

SEPTA is responsible for the operation of one of the largest public transportation fleets in the country, including:

- 1,160 Buses
- 126 Light Rail Vehicles
- 18 High Speed Rail Trains
- 30 Trackless Trolleys
- 144 Elevated Trains
- 105 Subway Trains
- 327 Railroad Trains
- 367 Response Vehicles (ADA, Service & Repair)

In fiscal year 2013, SEPTA boasted a total ridership of 337,300,000, a slight
decline from fiscal year 2012 but still the second highest figure since 2007.

SEPTA provides direct subway and bus service to and from the Philadelphia stadium complex for professional
sporting events (MLB, NFL, NHL, NBA & NCAA), major concerts and many other types of events.

Representatives from the SEPTA’s operations divisions are permanent members of the City’s Special Event Task
Force and are directly involved in the planning and execution of special events.

A full map of SEPTA’s regional rail and rail transit systems is included on the following page.

1.H - Public Transportation Options
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1.H - Continued

Philadelphia International Airport (PHL)

The beginning of the 21st Century has produced many significant developments in the evolution of Philadelphia
International Airport. Since 2001, the opening of two new terminals and other terminal expansions have more than
doubled the size of the Airport terminal complex from 1.4 million to 3.1 million square feet and expanded the
number of boarding gates by 94% from 65 to 126. Demand for air travel, spurred by low-fare competition, has
increased passenger traffic from 24.9 million in 2000 to 30.2 million in 2012.

The $45 million Terminal E expansion opened in February 2010.
The Expansion features seven new aircraft gates, a 500-seat waiting
area, a mini-food court with 3 new concessions, a high bay ceiling
filtering in natural lighting and new permanent artwork. The new
9,000 square foot D/E baggage claim with two new carousels and
new men’s and women’s restrooms also opened in February 2010.

In April 2012, Virgin America began serving PHL with daily
nonstop flights to the West Coast. Virgin, an award-winning airline
noted for its innovative customer service, was the first new airline to
start service at PHL in eight years.

In June 2012, Alaska Airlines began serving PHL with daily nonstop flights to its hub in Seattle. Recipient of
numerous industry awards for customer service, Alaska was the second new airline to start service at PHL in 2012.

In March 2013, Spirit Airlines began serving PHL with daily flights to Dallas-Fort Worth. In April, Spirit, which
touts itself as "THE Ultra Low-Fare Airline" added daily service to Las Vegas and seasonal flights to Myrtle Beach
from PHL.

In April 2013, JetBlue began serving PHL with daily flights to Boston. JetBlue is noted for in-flight passenger
comforts and unique service that have earned the airline
numerous industry awards and a customer-friendly
reputation.

In November 2013, the newly redesigned Terminal F hub
opened featuring 20 new food, beverage and retail shops,
a 300-seat food court area, new permanent artwork and an
enhanced bus shelter.

While Philadelphia Municipal Airport transported roughly
40,000 passengers in 1940, its successor, Philadelphia
International Airport, now serves 30.5 million passengers
annually.
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1.I - Parking Availability

A large urban environment such as Philadelphia presents unique parking challenges for
residents and visitors. Parking in Philadelphia is regulated by the Philadelphia Parking
Authority (PPA).  There are many parking options for residents and visitors, including:

- More than 7,000 metered on-street parking spaces.
- More than 70 privately owned and operated parking lots and garages in the Center City

area and immediate vicinity.
- 17 PPA parking lots and garages in the Center City area and immediate vicinity.
- 23 PPA neighborhood parking lots that are free of charge.
- More than 22,000 parking spaces in the stadium complex, which includes the Wells Fargo

Center, Lincoln Financial Field and Citizens Bank Park.

Committed to promoting and facilitating patronage for Center City businesses, cultural institutions, attractions and
events, the Philadelphia Parking Authority offers free meter parking every Wednesday evening after 5:00PM in
Center City.  Meter parking is also free after 11:00AM every Saturday between the Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays.

1.J - Walking Paths & Bicycle Lanes

The City of Philadelphia is deeply committed to municipal sustainability.  In 2008, the Mayor’s Office of
Transportation and Utilities was formed and immediately called upon to develop a plan which would connect the
disparate legs of Philadelphia’s bicycle lane network.  Five years later, Philadelphia has well over 200 miles of bicycle
lanes and the highest percentage of residents who bike to work of any big city in the United States.  Philadelphia’s
efforts in this area have earned the City recognition as a “Bicycle Friendly Community” by the League of American
Bicyclists.

Philadelphia is home to beautiful Fairmount Park, the largest landscaped urban park system in the world.  Within its
9,200 acres exist approximately 215 miles of scenic recreational walking and cycling trails.

In 2013, Walk Score rated the walkability of 2,500 American cities.  Philadelphia was named the fourth most
walkable city in the U.S. with a “walkability score” of 76.5, trailing only New York, San Francisco & Boston.  The
proximity of the Pennsylvania Convention Center and top hotels to Center City amenities, combined with a
naturally intuitive street grid, encourages residents and visitors alike to explore all that Philadelphia has to offer by
foot and bicycle.
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1.K - Estimated City Visitors Annually Attributed to
Festivals and Events

Philadelphia is a world class event city with the necessary infrastructure to attract and support visitors to the region.
In its 2013 report, the Greater Philadelphia Tourism and Marketing Corporation (GPTMC) reported an average of
38 million domestic visitors to the Greater Philadelphia region over the last three years.  It is estimated that visitor
spending generates $27 million in regional spending per day and supports approximately 89,000 jobs in the region.

With seven professional sports teams, an assortment of nationally recognized conventions and shows, and over 600
parade and festivals taking place annually, Philadelphia’s event sector is thriving.  Best estimates show that special
events (sporting events, concerts, conventions, festivals, parades, etc.) attract approximately five million annual
visitors to the City of Philadelphia.  As new and exciting events are added to the calendar each year, Philadelphia is
poised to strengthen its position among the elite destination cities in the world.
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Section 2:  Community Festivals & Events
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Top 10 Festivals & Events

10. Penn Relays

Event Summary

First held in 1895, the Penn Relays is the longest uninterrupted collegiate track meet in the country.  Hosted at
Franklin Field on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania, the Penn Relays cultivate an exciting atmosphere
through its annual carnival and a wide variety of track and field events with competitors from high schools, colleges
and universities throughout the United States and abroad.  Each year, the event draws approximately 22,000
entrants and over 100,000 spectators to the City of Philadelphia for a weekend of spirited athletic competition in a
historically significant environment.  The Penn Relays remain one of the best attended track meets anywhere in the
world.

Top Executive Contact Information

Dave Johnson - Director
Penn Relays & Penn Relay Carnival
219 S. 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA  19104
(215) 898-6145

Number of Years Produced

1895-2014 (119 Years)

Event Date(s)

April 23 - April 25

Primary Target Audience

The Penn Relays strives to create a family-friendly environment for competitors and their guests.  This event draws
visitors from the United States and around the world.  This is a ticketed event.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

125,000 per year
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9. GORE-TEX Philadelphia Marathon Weekend

Event Summary

The Philadelphia Marathon, currently sponsored by GORE-TEX, is the only full length marathon in the City of
Philadelphia.  Since its inception in 1994, the Philadelphia Marathon has morphed from a small, local event into one
of the top ten marathons in the United States.  Philadelphia Marathon Weekend now includes a Health & Fitness
Expo, a Kids Fun Run and the Rothman Institute 8K Run, all of which lead up to the GORE-TEX Marathon and
Half-Marathon races on Sunday.   Featuring a breathtaking course lined with the beautiful scenery of Fairmount
Park, the historical landmarks of Old City and the diversity of Philadelphia’s unique neighborhoods, the
Philadelphia Marathon has forged a reputation as one of the most prestigious road races in the country.

Top Executive Contact Information

Desiree Peterkin-Bell, City Representative/Dir. of Communications & Strategic  Partnerships
Office of the City Representative
1515 Arch Street - 12th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19103
(215) 683-2060

Number of Years Produced

1994-2004 (20 Years)

Event Date(s)

Third weekend in November

Primary Target Audience

The Philadelphia Marathon Weekend draws an international field of athletes and provides a fun, family-friendly
environment for competitors and spectators alike.  Runners must register and pay applicable registration fees.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

40,000 per year
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8. Aberdeen Dad Vail Regatta

Event Summary

The Dad Vail Regatta, currently sponsored by Aberdeen Asset Management, is the largest collegiate regatta in North
America.  It features over 175 races with teams from 128 colleges and universities.  Conceived in 1934 by two men
with ties to the University of Pennsylvania crew team, the Dad Vail Regatta moved to Philadelphia in 1953 and is
currently one of the longest running crew competitions in the world.  Each May, the best collegiate crew teams
from across the country descend on Kelly Drive and the Schuylkill River for two full days of competition on
Philadelphia’s iconic 2,000 meter Olympic length race course.

Top Executive Contact Information

JR Hanna - President
Dad Vail Regatta Organizing Committee
455 S. Gulph Road - Suite 306
King of Prussia, PA  19406
(267) 670-7440

Number of Years Produced

Total: 1934-2014 (80 Years)

Philadelphia: 1953-2014 (61 Years)

Event Date(s)

Second Friday and Saturday in May

Primary Target Audience

The Dad Vail Regatta is family-friendly event that is open to qualified collegiate teams from anywhere in the world.
Rower village and the race expo add to the spectator experience through live entertainment, food vendors and
activities for event-goers of all ages.  This is a ticketed event.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

50,000 per year
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7. Independence Blue Cross Broad Street Run

Event Summary

The Broad Street Run, currently sponsored by Independence Blue Cross, is the largest ten mile road race in the
United States.  Participants start at the intersection of Broad Street and Fisher Avenue in the Logan neighborhood
of Philadelphia and proceed south on Broad Street to the Philadelphia Navy Yard.  The course includes many iconic
landmarks and buildings, including City Hall, the Avenue of the Arts and the stadium complex in South
Philadelphia.  The first Broad Street Run was held in 1980 with approximately 1,600 runners.  The popularity of the
race has grown to the extent that registration is now conducted through a lottery system.  The 2014 Broad Street
Run featured 45,000 runners, including a significant number of international participants.

Top Executive Contact Information

Jim Marino - Race Director
Philadelphia Department of Parks & Recreation
1515 Arch Street - 10th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19103
(215) 906-1052

Number of Years Produced

1980-2014 (34 Years)

Event Date(s)

First Sunday in May

Primary Target Audience

The Broad Street Run is an international race that is open to both competitive and amateur runners.  The course is
lined with cheer zones and water stations that foster a fun environment for participants and spectators alike.
Family-friendly activities, food vendors and music make the finish area a great place for family and friends to
reconnect with their athletes.  Runners must register and pay applicable registration fees.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

60,000 per year
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6. Parx Casino Philly Cycling Classic

Event Summary

The Parx Casino Philly Cycling Classic, formerly known as the Philadelphia International Cycling Championship, is
a Philadelphia institution and one of the premier cycling competitions in the United States. For 2014, the Parx
Casino Philly Cycling Classic received a designation of 1.1 from the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI), making it
the highest rated one day professional cycling race in the United States.  The 2014 event featured 19 mens teams
and 21 womens teams on a 12 mile multi-lap circuit through Fairmount Park and the Manayunk, Roxborough and
East Falls neighborhoods of Philadelphia.  Prior to the start of the 2014 race, amateur riders and cycling enthusiasts
were given the opportunity to ride a 30 mile closed course called the Velothon, which included the professional race
course and the famous “Manayunk Wall”, a 17 percent grade hill in the Manayunk neighborhood that tests the
meddle of amateurs and professionals alike.

Top Executive Contact Information

Richard Adler - Director
Philly Cycling Classic
1617 JFK Blvd. - Suite 545
Philadelphia, PA  19103
(610) 662-2020

Number of Years Produced

1985-2014 (29 Years)

Event Date(s)

First Sunday in June

Primary Target Audience

Event organizers, local community organizations and the City of Philadelphia have gone to great lengths to ensure
that the Philly Cycling Classic remains a fun-filled, family-friendly event for athletes and spectators.  The
professional race features an international field of competitors.  The start/finish line is home to an expo featuring
the latest cycling gear, food vendors and live entertainment.  This event is free to the public.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimate Combined Aggregate Attendance

100,000 per year
17



5. Mummer’s Parade

Event Summary

The Mummer’s Parade is one of Philadelphia’s most unique traditions.  Each year, the Mummer’s Parade brings
visitors from across the region to Philadelphia for a one-of-a-kind experience.  Officially started on New Year’s Day
in 1901, the Mummer’s Parade features comic brigades, fancy divisions and string bands representing nearly all of
Philadelphia’s diverse neighborhoods with beautiful costumes and exhilarating performances.  Over 10,000
marchers and 90,000 spectators fill Broad Street and the adjacent sidewalks from Oregon Avenue in South
Philadelphia to City Hall in Center City before individual groups perform in front of a panel of judges on the 1500
block of JFK Boulevard next to the iconic Love Park.

Top Executive Contact Information

Leo Dignam
Philadelphia Department of Parks & Recreation
1515 Arch Street - 10th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19103
(215) 683-3690

Number of Years Produced

1901-2014 (113 Years)

Event Date(s)

New Year’s Day - January 1

Primary Target Audience

The Mummer’s Parade is a family-friendly event that holds wide appeal across all demographics.  Vendors and
businesses line the parade route as the individual groups perform at set intervals along Broad Street, making it
convenient for spectators to take in the festivities from a location of their choosing.  This event is free to the public

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimate Combined Aggregate Attendance

100,000+ per year
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4. Budweiser Made in America Music Festival

Event Summary

The Made in America Music Festival, sponsored by Budweiser and produced by Live Nation and Jay-Z, was
founded in 2012.  The inaugural event, headlined by Jay-Z and Pearl Jam, became an immediate sensation.  The
event brings together an eclectic mix of more than twenty hand-selected, nationally-recognized artists across all
musical genres on three stages for a two-day festival on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway in Center City Philadelphia.
In addition to world class musical talent, the Made in America Music Festival features a large skate park, food
vendors, carnival games and more.  Made in America, held on Labor Day weekend, has brought substantial crowds
and a profound financial impact to Philadelphia on what was a traditionally slow weekend for Philadelphia’s tourism
and hospitality industries.  Due to the festival’s run of success in 2012 and 2013, event organizers have decided to
expand.  In 2014, Made in America will run simultaneously in Philadelphia and Los Angeles on August 30th & 31st.

Top Executive Contact Information

Alan Ostfield - President (North Atlantic)
Live Nation Worldwide, Inc.
111 Presidential Blvd. - Suite 111
Bala Cynwyd, PA  19004
(610) 784-5400

Number of Years Produced

2012-2014 (2 Years)

Event Date(s)

Labor Day weekend

Primary Target Audience

The Made in America Festival draws an adult audience and targets the 21-34 year old demographic.  The event has
been designed to appeal broadly to fans of all musical genres and is successful in drawing locals as well visitors from
across the region and beyond.  This is a ticketed event.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

120,000 per year
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3. Philadelphia International Festival of  the Arts

Event Summary

The Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts (PIFA) is a month-long themed celebration of the arts in
Philadelphia.  The festival, organized and produced by the Kimmel Center, features both free and ticketed
performances spanning all genres of art, dance, cuisine and music. Participating venues include the Kimmel Center,
Academy of Music, Merriam Theatre, Barnes Foundation, Philadelphia Museum of Art, Perelman Theatre, Temple
University, University of the Arts and many more.  The festival culminates on the final Sunday in April with the
PIFA Street Fair on South Broad Street along the Avenue of the Arts.  Broad Street is transformed into a bustling
pedestrian plaza with urban gardens, carnival rides and a wide range of family-friendly activities.  Street performers,
food vendors, artists and musicians mingle amongst approximately 200,000 festival goers, creating a unique and
lasting experience.

Top Executive Contact Information

Jay Wahl - Creative Director
Kimmel Center, Inc.
1500 Walnut Street - 17th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19102
(215) 790-5842

Number of Years Produced

2011, 2013 (2 Years)

Event Date(s)

Last week of March to the last Sunday in April

Primary Target Audience

The Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts targets an audience of all ages and demographics by offering an
unparalleled array of events and performances throughout Philadelphia over the course of a 30 day, one-of-a-kind
celebration of the arts.  Some festival events are ticketed.  The street fair is open to the public.

Recurrence Cycle

Bi-annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

250,000+ per year
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2. Philadelphia Flower Show

Event Summary

Founded in 1827, the Philadelphia Flower Show is the oldest and largest indoor flower show in the world.
Sponsored and produced by the the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, the oldest horticultural society in the United
States, the Philadelphia Flower Show has delighted visitors to Philadelphia for almost 200 years.  Relocated to the
Pennsylvania Convention Center in 1996, the Flower Show draws approximately 265,000 people to the Center City
area each year.  Artists, architects and horticulturists from around the country choose the yearly theme and proceed
to transform 10 acres of the Pennsylvania Convention Center into a beautiful landscape of floral arrangements and
gardens.  The Flower Show also features live musical and dance performances, interpretive art displays, fine food
and wine tasting.

Top Executive Contact Information

Drew Becher - President
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
100 N. 20th Street - 5th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19103
(215) 988-8800

Number of Years Produced

1829-2014 (185 Years)

Event Date(s)

First Saturday to Second Sunday in March.

Primary Target Audience

The Philadelphia Flower Show is a family-friendly event that appeals to all demographics and draws visitors to
Philadelphia from across the region.  This is a ticketed event.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimate Combined Aggregate Attendance

265,000 per year
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1. Wawa Welcome America Festival

Event Summary

The Welcome America Festival, sponsored by the City of Philadelphia and Wawa Food Markets, is an annual week-
long festival celebrating American independence in the birthplace of the United States.  Featuring free, family-
oriented events throughout the City of Philadelphia, the festival includes a large Center City block party, outdoor
movie screenings in some of Philadelphia’s most iconic locations, educational events at Independence National
Historical Park, two fireworks shows and multiple live performances from the world renowned Philadelphia
Orchestra.  The festival reaches its climax on July 4th with the annual Independence Day Parade in Old City, the
Party on the Parkway, and the nationally televised 4th of July Jam Concert and Fireworks on Benjamin Franklin
Parkway.  The 4th of July Jam features the contemporary and widely popular musical band, the Roots, as well as a
wide range of top tier musical talent.

Top Executive Contact Information

Desiree Peterkin-Bell, City Representative/Dir. of Communications & Strategic Partnerships
Office of the City Representative
1515 Arch Street - Suite 12th Floor
Philadelphia, PA  19103
(215) 683-2060

Number of Years Produced

1993-2014 (21 Years)

Event Date(s)

June 28 - July 4

Primary Target Audience

The Welcome America Festival strives for mass appeal across all demographics and regions through a collection of
family-friendly and educational events.  This event is free to the public.

Recurrence Cycle

Annual event

Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance

1,000,000 per year
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Event Calendar

Event calendars are available at the following locations:

 - City of Philadelphia Managing Director’s Office Website

- City of Philadelphia Department of Parks & Recreation Website

- Visit Philadelphia

 - Uwishunu
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Section 3. City/Governmental Support of
Festivals and Events
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3.A - Defined and Accessible Public Objectives and Support Statements for
Festivals and Events by the City and other Local Government Agencies
Philadelphia is proud of its heritage as a first class event city.  A variety of departments and agencies have been
formed and tasked to assist event organizers with the planning and production of events:

Office of the Managing Director - Office of Special Events

Consistent with the overall mission of the Managing Director’s Office, the Office of Special Events serves as a
catalyst to encourage cooperation and collaboration not only interdepartmentally and intergovernmental, but
externally through the coordination of the production of films, commercials, parades, festivals, demonstrations,
concerts and many other special events.  The Office of Special Events has extensive experience with planning for
and managing small and large scale events.  The planning for these events is a multi-month endeavor with various
coordination meetings that focus on event operations, technology and communications infrastructure, and
executive-level coordination.  The execution of events requires tremendous coordination and collaboration amongst
the Police Department, Fire Department, Homeland Security, local transit authorities and Federal agencies to ensure
the safety and well-being of the general public, residents, businesses, and dignitaries.

The Office of Special Events is responsible for ensuring that all necessary permits, insurances and agreements are
executed prior to any event that seeks the use of City owned or occupied property, City owned equipment and/or
City services.  This office processes more than 1,100 assorted event applications each year.

For all events, the Office of Special Events works closely with event sponsors and organizers to streamline costs,
negotiate terms and conditions, facilitate agreements and, most importantly, ensure public safety.  Working closely
with the Risk Management and Law Departments, the Office of Special Events certifies that proper procedures are
in place to mitigate any threats to the safety of City employees and members of public present during the
production of any event or film project.

Office of the City Representative

The Office of the City Representative serves as the marketing, promotion, public relations and branding arm for the
City of Philadelphia.  This office is responsible for developing and promoting events to attract commerce, visitors
and new residents while raising the quality of life for all citizens of Philadelphia.  Through collaboration with
various regional agencies and institutions, the Office of the City Representative works to ensure that a unified
Philadelphia marketing message is perceived by regional, national and global audiences.

This office sponsors and produces many special events, including:

 - Wawa Welcome America Festival
 - Philadelphia Marathon Weekend
 - Philadelphia Civic Flag Day
 - Campus Philly College Day

Department of Parks & Recreation

The Parks & Recreation Special Events Office is a unit within the department’s Operations Division that is tasked
with permitting and providing support for special events taking place in Philadelphia’s parks and recreation centers
while maintaining the natural beauty of Philadelphia’s park system.  This unit is responsible for some of
Philadelphia’s most iconic locations, including:

 - Philadelphia Art Museum (Exterior)     - Belmont Plateau
 - Benjamin Franklin Parkway       - Martin Luther King Drive
 - Rittenhouse Square Park        - Kelly Drive (Boathouse Row)
 - FDR Park           - Memorial Hall
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3.A - Continued

Greater Philadelphia Film Office

The Greater Philadelphia Film Office (GPFO) is a “film commission” representing southeastern Pennsylvania that
officially serves the counties of Bucks, Chester, Montgomery, Delaware and Philadelphia.  GPFO is a member of
the Association of Film Commissions International.  First established in 1985 as a part of Philadelphia city
government, the Greater Philadelphia Film Office continues to reside within city offices.  In 1992, GPFO became a
regional economic development agency, incorporating as the Greater Philadelphia Film Office, a Pennsylvania
non-profit corporation, in July, 2000.  Committed to the growth of the regional film production industry, the office
has been responsible for over $3.5 billion in economic stimulus to the region since 1992.

The responsibilities of the Greater Philadelphia Film Office include:

 - Management of online database of professional listings that includes all necessary crew positions, production
    companies and business services working in the region.
 - Providing assistance with government permits and license requirements.
 - Location scouting and photo files for the entire region.
 - Referrals and negotiations with businesses, neighborhoods and property owners.
 - Administration of the Film Office Internship Program.
 - Organization of premieres for films made in Philadelphia.
 - Support and promotion of local film festivals.
 - Promotion of projects and events related to growth of the local film and video industry.
 - Advocating for government incentives for film industry growth.

Visit Philadelphia (Greater Philadelphia Tourism and Marketing Corporation)

Visit Philadelphia was founded in 1996 as the Greater Philadelphia Tourism and Marketing Corporation (GPTMC)
by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the City of Philadelphia and the Pew Charitable Trusts.  Visit Philadelphia’s
mission is to increase the number of visitors to Philadelphia, the number of nights they stay and the number of
things they do.  This office builds Philadelphia’s brand and image through campaigns, media relations, advertising,
websites and social media.  In 2013, 12 million more leisure travelers came to Greater Philadelphia than in 1997, the
year that Visit Philadelphia began advertising.

National Park Service

The National Park Service (NPS) is responsible for the
permitting of federally maintained property in
Philadelphia, including all properties contained within
Independence National Historical Park and Washington
Square.  NPS handles permit issuance and enforcement
of federal regulations for events taking place on
properties under their jurisdiction, including the
Independence Day Morning Celebration, Philly Pops
Concert, Philadelphia Opera simulcast, Philadelphia
Orchestra concerts and a variety of demonstrations,
rallies and other First Amendment protected activities.
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3.B - Direct Funding Support Provided to and/or Budgeted for Festivals and
Events from the City or other Government Agencies
The City of Philadelphia provides direct funding support for a number of festivals and events.  The most significant
event that receives direct funding from local government is the Wawa Welcome America Festival, which receives
budgeted financial contributions from the City of Philadelphia each year.  This event’s economic and marketing
impact to the region more than covers any contributions made by the City of Philadelphia to the operating costs of
the festival.  It is important to note that the Office of the City Representative dedicates a number of staff to work
exclusively on the programming and marketing components of the Wawa Welcome America Festival, which may be
regarded as an additional form of direct City funding for this event.

Philadelphia Marathon weekend and the Philadelphia Mummer’s Parade also receive direct funding from local
government and are sponsored by the Office of the City Representative and the Department of Parks and
Recreation, respectively.

Other events that receive direct funding support from the City of Philadelphia include:

 - Philadelphia Civic Flag Day
 - “City Hall Present’s” Summer Concert Series
 - Summer in Love Park Summer Concert Series
 - Campus Philly College Day
 - “Toss Your Caps” Graduation Celebration

3.C - In-Kind Services Support Provided to and/or Budgeted for Festivals and
Events from the City or other Government Agencies
The City of Philadelphia provides in-kind contributions to many special events in the form of non-reimbursable
departmental support services.  These in-kind contributions include:

- Staging and barricades from the Department of Public Property
- Sound systems and technicians from the Office of Innovation and Technology
- Emergency medical services from the Philadelphia Fire Department
- Traffic and crowd control from the Philadelphia Police Department
- Sanitation services (street cleaning, trash/recycling pickup, etc.) from the Streets Department

In-kind contributions are determined on a case by case basis upon submittal of a written request  to the Office of
the Managing Director.  Determinations are based on the nature of event, status of sponsoring organization
(for-profit vs. non-profit) and the potential economic and/or cultural impact to the City of Philadelphia and its
residents.

In 2010, elected officials and various community organizations formed a cooperative known as the Tradition’s
Fund.  This fund covers the cost of City services for ten annual, cultural parades and festivals in Philadelphia.
Traffic and crowd control services rendered by the Philadelphia Police Department are donated at no cost to the
Tradition’s Fund events, which are:

 - Mummer’s Parade
 - St. Patrick’s Day Parade
 - Greek Independence Day Parade
 - LGBT Pride Parade
 - ODUNDE Festival
 - Chinatown Mid-Autumn Festival
 - Steuben Day Parade
 - Pulaski Day Parade
 - Puerto Rican Day Parade
 - Columbus Day Parade 27



3.D - Defined Role of  the City in Festival and Event Approval
Festivals and events are approved through application processes that are organized by event type. The Office of
Special Events processes applications and issues permits for parades, festivals, demonstrations, City equipment
rentals and for the use of City services.  This office also serves as the distribution hub for all other special event
related applications.

Large scale event proposals are vetted by the Special Event Review Committee, which is chaired by the Deputy
Managing Director/Director of Operations.  This committee is comprised of representatives from each City
department involved with the planning and production of events.  The group meets monthly to discuss and weigh
the benefits of new event applications and proposals.

Once approved by the Review Committee, the Office of Special Events produces service requests for all  upcoming
events and presents them to the operating City departments at the monthly Special Events Task Force Meeting,
which is chaired by the Deputy Director of Operations.  The Special Events Task Force Meeting serves as an open
forum for City departments and agencies to voice operational questions and concerns relating to each special event
on the calendar.  Questions are fielded by the Office of Special Events and communicated to event organizers for
further clarification as needed.  This system serves to keep all City departments informed and involved, effectively
eliminating miscommunication and disorganization during the planning and production of events and festivals.

3.E - City-Provided Festival and Event Process Coordination and Assistance
Systems
The City of Philadelphia’s Office of Special Events, operating under the umbrella of the Managing Director’s
Office, serves as a true “one stop shop” for festivals and events taking place in Philadelphia.  Event organizers and
citizens are encouraged to contact this office during the initial stages of the event planning process for guidance
through the City’s permitting procedures relating to special events, creating a single point of contact with local
government.  This ensures an open channel of communication from inception to completion, a streamlined
approval/disapproval process, mitigation of stakeholder liability, and the accurate and efficient delivery of City
services on the day(s) of the event.
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3.F - Participation in Official Capacity by City Department Representatives on
Boards and Planning Committees of  Local Festivals and Events

Welcome America Festival Board of Directors

Richard Negrin (Managing Director’s Office - Managing Director)

Desiree Peterkin-Bell (Office of the City Representative - City Representative & Director of Communications)

Jazelle Jones (Managing Director’s Office - Deputy Managing Director)

Margaret Hughes (Office of the City Representative - Deputy City Representative)

Judi Cassel (Finance Department)

Elka Battle (Office of the City Representative)

Valerie Robinson (Law Department - Senior Attorney)

Delaware River Waterfront Corporation Board of Directors (Penn’s Landing Great Plaza & Festival Pier)

Rina Cutler (Mayor’s Office of Transportation & Utilities - Deputy Mayor)

Mayor’s Hospitality Advisory Board

Richard Negrin (Managing Director’s Office - Managing Director)

Everett Gillison (Mayor’s Office - Chief of Staff)

Desiree Peterkin-Bell (Office of the City Representative - City Representative & Director of Communications)

Alan Greenberger (City Planning Commission - Deputy Mayor for Economic Development)

Michael Resnick (Director of Public Safety)

Helen Haynes (Chief Cultural Officer)

Sports Complex Special Services District Board of Directors

Rina Cutler (Mayor’s Office of Transportation & Utilities - Deputy Mayor)

Universal Audenreid Charter School Entertainment Management and Communications Academy
Advisory Committee

Robert Allen (Managing Director’s Office - Assistant Managing Director for Special Events)
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3.G - Local Laws, Ordinances, Regulations, Permits and Policies Impacting
and Supportive of  Festivals and Events

Please find the response to this section attached as an addendum.  Attached documents include:

 - City of Philadelphia Special Events Policy

 - City of Philadelphia Noise Ordinance

 - City of Philadelphia Demonstration Permit Policy

 - City of Philadelphia Special Events Application

 - Department of Parks & Recreation Special Events Application

 - Parade Permit Application

3.H - City Provided Festival and Event Training Programs
The City of Philadelphia, through the Office of Special Events, participates in scheduled community outreach
programs to educate and train community members in special event permitting procedures on an as needed basis.
This office also responds to individual requests for conference calls and in-person meetings to answer questions
related to the special events process.

There are currently no formal, City sponsored festival and event training programs offered to the general
constituency.  The Office of Special Events, in conjunction with the PhillyRising Collaborative, is working to create
a Special Events Academy.  This program will be held in local communities at least two times per year, and will
serve to educate and train citizens in the intricacies of event planning.  The Special Events Academy will be used to
showcase the cultural and economic benefits of festivals and events in the hopes of increasing the number and
quality of special events in blighted neighborhoods and underutilized commercial corridors.

3.I - Direct Industry Involvement/Memberships by Any of  the Above
The City of Philadelphia, through its operating departments and supporting agencies, is extremely active in the
special events community.  In addition to the information presented in Section 3.F, other examples of direct
industry involvement and memberships include:

- The Greater Philadelphia Film Office - Member of the Association of Film Commissions International
 (AFCI).

- Greater Philadelphia Convention and Visitor’s Bureau (PHLCVB) - Member of the Destination Marketing
 Association International (DMAI).

- Temple University & Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts - International Facility Management
 Association (IFMA).
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Section 4.  Non-Governmental
Community Support for Festivals and

Events
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Volunteers are vital to the success of Philadelphia’s events and festivals.   Many event organizers will enlist
volunteers to assist with logistical back end detailing as well as day of event assistance.  Many fundraising events,
such as the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure, are fortunate enough to have a large population of people
associated with their organization that volunteer their time for the planning and production of events.  For
organizations without a pre-existing network, Philadelphia has a wealth off avenues for event sponsors to pursue in
the recruitment of volunteers, including universities, community development organizations, business improvement
districts, and a wide range of special interest groups and non-profits.

In addition to these options in the private sector, the Mayor’s Office of Civic Engagement & Volunteer Service was
created to match willing citizens with organizations requiring volunteers for events and other community service
projects.

4.A - Volunteer Involvement

4.B - Sponsorship Support
Events in Philadelphia have been extremely successful in garnering corporate sponsorships from local businesses
and organizations.  The Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce lists the top ten corporate sponsors in the
Philadelphia region as:

Comcast Corporation

Comcast Corporation (Nasdaq: CMCSA, CMCSK) is a global media and technology company with two primary
businesses, Comcast Cable and NBCUniversal. Comcast Cable is the nation's largest video, high-speed Internet and
phone provider to residential customers under the XFINITY brand and also provides these services to businesses.
NBCUniversal operates 30 news, entertainment and sports cable networks, the NBC and Telemundo broadcast
networks, television production operations, television station groups, Universal Pictures and Universal Parks and
Resorts.

Citizens Bank

Citizens Bank is a division of RBS Citizens, N.A., operating its seven-state branch network in Connecticut,
Delaware, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont. It has 252 branches and 754
ATMs in Massachusetts. RBS Citizens, N.A., is a subsidiary of RBS Citizens Financial Group, Inc., a $126 billion
commercial bank holding company. It is headquartered in Providence, R.I., and through its subsidiaries has
approximately 1,400 branches, more than 3,600 ATMs and nearly 19,000 colleagues. Its two bank subsidiaries are
RBS Citizens, N.A., and Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania. They operate a 12-state branch network under the Citizens
Bank brand in Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island and Vermont; and the Charter One brand in Illinois, Michigan and Ohio. RBSCFG has non-branch
retail and commercial offices in more than 30 states. The company lends its name to Citizens Bank Park, home of
the Philadelphia Phillies, major league baseball team.

Independence Blue Cross

Independence Blue Cross is a leading health insurer in southeastern Pennsylvania. Nationwide, Independence Blue
Cross and its affiliates provide coverage to nearly 3.3 million people. For more than 70 years, Independence Blue
Cross has offered high-quality health care coverage tailored to meet the changing needs of members, employers, and
health care professionals. Independence Blue Cross’s HMO and PPO health care plans have consistently received
the highest ratings from the National Committee for Quality Assurance. Independence Blue Cross is an
independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. Independence Blue Cross is currently the title
sponsor of the Broad Street Run.
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4.B - Continued

PECO

Based in Philadelphia, PECO is an electric and natural gas utility subsidiary of Exelon Corporation (NYSE: EXC).
PECO serves 1.6 million electric and 486,000 natural gas customers in southeastern Pennsylvania and employs
about 2,400 people in the region. PECO delivered 84.3 billion cubic feet of natural gas and 38.1 billion kilowatt
hours of electricity in 2009. Founded in 1881, PECO is one of the Greater Philadelphia Region's most active corpo-
rate citizens, providing leadership, volunteer and financial support to numerous arts and culture, education, environ-
mental, economic development and community programs and organizations.

PNC

The PNC Financial Services Group (NYSE:PNC) is one of the nation’s largest financial services companies with
assets of $286 billion. PNC is a diversified financial institution, which includes a regional banking franchise operat-
ing primarily in 13 states and the District of Columbia, specialized financial businesses serving companies and gov-
ernment entities, and leading asset management and fund processing businesses.  PNC is a sponsor of the Mann
Music Center in Philadelphia through the PNC Arts Alive Program, which is a five-year, $5 million investment from
the PNC Foundation that supports visual and performing arts groups with the goal of increasing arts access and
engagement.   The Mann Center is in the second year of its PNC Arts Alive grant.  The Mann was selected as one
of just 26 arts organizations in 2011 in the Philadelphia and Southern New Jersey region for its bold thinking
around increasing arts access and engagement for the region.

Stradley Ronon

Counseling clients since 1926, Stradley Ronon Stevens & Young’s more than 200 attorneys in seven offices have
helped publicly and privately held corporations, health care and nonprofit organizations, small businesses, entrepre-
neurs and individuals achieve their goals.

TD Bank

Following TD Bank Financial Group's acquisition of Commerce Bancorp Inc. on March 31, 2008, TD Banknorth
and Commerce Bank merged on May 31, 2008, to become TD Bank, America's Most Convenient Bank. Today, TD
Banknorth and TD Bank form one of the 15 largest commercial banks in the United States with more than $120
billion in assets, and provide customers with a full range of financial products and services at more than 1,000 con-
venient locations from Maine to Florida. TD Bank, N.A., is headquartered in Cherry Hill, N.J., and Portland, Maine.
TD Banknorth and TD Bank are trade names of TD Bank, N.A.  TD Bank is the former sponsor of the Philadel-
phia International Cycling Championship, now known as the Philly Cycling Classic.

Wawa Incorporated

Wawa, Inc., a privately held company, began in 1803 as an iron foundry in New Jersey. Toward the end of the 19th
Century, owner George Wood took an interest in dairy farming and the family began a small processing plant in
Wawa, Pa, in 1902. The milk business was a huge success, due to its quality, cleanliness and “certified” process. As
home delivery of milk declined in the early 1960s, Grahame Wood, George’s grandson, opened the first Wawa
Food Market in 1964 as an outlet for dairy products. Today, Wawa is your all day, every day stop for fresh, built-to-
order foods, beverages, coffee, fuel services, and surcharge-free ATMs. A chain of more than 645 conveniences re-
tail stores (over 365 offering gasoline), Wawa stores are located in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia and Central Florida.  Wawa is the title sponsor of the Welcome America Festival.
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4.B - Continued

Wells Fargo

Wells Fargo & Company is a diversified financial services company with $1.3 trillion in assets, providing banking,
insurance, investments, mortgage and consumer finance through more than 10,000 stores and 12,000 ATMs and the
internet across North America and internationally.  The company lends its name to the Wells Fargo Center, a major
indoor arena in Philadelphia that is home to the Philadelphia Flyers (NHL), the Philadelphia 76ers (NBA), the
Philadelphia Soul (AFL) and the Philadelphia Wings (NLL).

Ernst & Young

Ernst & Young is a global leader in assurance, tax, transactions and advisory services.

4.C - Media Support
According to the Neilson Company, the Philadelphia metropolitan region is the 4th largest media market in the
United States.  Philadelphia’s media outlets are extremely supportive and helpful in the promotion and marketing of
events and festivals. Local media supporters include:

- 17 local television stations, including Channel 3 CBS, Channel 6 ABC, Channel 10 NBC and
    Channel 29 Fox.

- 37 local AM/FM radio stations, including KYW 1060, WNTP 990, and WHYY 90.1.

- 24 local newspapers/magazines, including the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia Tribune and the
    Philadelphia Daily News.

The City of Philadelphia is strategically partnered with a number of media outlets for the dissemination of
information related to large scale special events.  Local media plays a vital role in communicating details surrounding
events and festivals in the city and region, relaying information such as road closures, traffic updates and emergency
alerts to constituents across multiple platforms.  A number of events, such as the Thanksgiving Parade, St. Patrick’s
Day Parade and Mummer’s Parade, are televised live on local networks.

4.D - Chamber of  Commerce / Convention & Visitors Bureau Support

The Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

The Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to promoting regional economic growth, advancing
business-friendly public policies, and servicing members through outstanding programs, benefits and services.

As an advocate for regional development, the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to
supporting and encouraging the continued growth of approximately 5,000 member companies together with the
regional business community. The Chamber strives to influence business-friendly legislation in all levels of
government, participate in initiatives to improve education in the community, present professional enrichment
programs, and provide members with cost-efficient ways to run their businesses.

The Chamber motto is, “Get involved. Get results.”
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4.D - Continued
Philadelphia Convention and Visitor’s Bureau (Discover PHL; PHLCVB)

The mission of the Philadelphia Convention and Visitor’s Bureau is to generate economic impact and job growth by
increasing the region’s hotel occupancy and revenues while concurrently affecting other segments of the hospitality
industry.  PHLCVB is a private non-profit corporation that serves as the official tourism promotion agency for the
City of Philadelphia globally as well as the primary sales and marketing agency for the PA Convention Center.
PHLCVB includes the Philadelphia Sports Congress, which seeks to attract major national and international
sporting events to the region and facilitates production of the annual Army-Navy football game in Philadelphia.

Visitor Centers

Philadelphia has five major visitor centers located throughout Center City. These centers provide visitors with the
most current information on where to stay, eat, and play in Philadelphia.  Philadelphia’s visitor centers use social
media, including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, to promote local events, grand openings, vacation packages and
more.  The centers are responsible for the distribution of promotional material, including discounts for admission
to Philadelphia museums, restaurants and tours.  The support of the visitor centers and their affiliates play a
significant role in ensuring that visitors, tourists and new members of the community are well informed and aware
of all the wonderful events, history and cultural institutions that Philadelphia has to offer.
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4.E - Downtown Associations

Philadelphia is fortunate to have many active merchant and community associations that are dedicated to fostering
relationships between residents and businesses through the creation and production of events and festivals.  These
associations include:

- Center City District (Dilworth Plaza events)
- South Street Headhouse District (South Street Spring Festival)
- Midtown Village (Midtown Village Fall Festival)
- Old City District (First Friday’s in Old City)
- Rittenhouse Row Association (Rittenhouse Row Spring Festival)
- Avenue of the Arts (Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts)
- Chinatown Development Corporation (Chinese New Year Parade; Chinatown Night Market)
- University City District (Dollar Stroll)

These organizations have come to embrace the fact that successful events and festivals not only bring substantial
economic benefits to the communities in which they take place, but attract visitors and new residents to the region
by maintaining and building the diverse cultural fabric of Philadelphia.

4.F - Organizations to Assist Individuals with Disabilities

The City of Philadelphia is committed to providing all of its constituents and visitors with first class service.  As a
result of this commitment, the Mayor’s Commission on People with Disabilities (MCPD) was formally established
by City Council to provide a forum for the disability community to express interest and opinions on city programs
and services. It seeks to bring positive visibility to people with disabilities.  MCPD provides technical assistance to
the Mayor and his administration on disability-related matters.  In addition, MCPD staff members help callers to
resolve problems by referring them to local programs and services.  MCPD, in partnership with all other city
departments, ensures the City’s compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Fair Housing Act and
other laws governing the City’s relationship with people with disabilities. The Commission strives to make sure that
Philadelphia’s citizens with disabilities are afforded the same rights as all citizens by coordinating disability
accommodation requests. In accordance with Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the city does not
discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities in any of its programs, services or activities.

As a multicultural city with constituents and visitors from all over the world, Philadelphia has contracted with
Language Line Solutions, a telephonic interpretation service, in order to ensure all people are able to communicate
various needs or wants to City officials.

4.G - Local Event Cooperatives

Formal event cooperatives in the Philadelphia region include the Greater Philadelphia Chapter of the International
Special Events Society (ISES), the Philadelphia Area Chapter of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) and the
Greater Philadelphia Chapter of the Professional Convention Management Association (PCMA).

Outside of these formal organizations, event organizers in the city and region have formulated positive working
relationships and regularly work together with the Managing Director’s Office on the planning and production of
large scale events and festivals.
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4.H - Sports Commissions

Philadelphia Sports Congress (PSC)

The mission of the Philadelphia Sports Congress is to attract and pursue bids for major sporting events and
conventions on behalf of the City of Philadelphia.  As one of the first sports commissions in the country, the
Philadelphia Sports Congress (PSC) has the necessary experience and resources to assist in the planning and
execution of sporting events, meetings and conventions.  PSC routinely works with event sponsors and organizers
to host site visits, acts as a hotel liaison and aids in venue selection, event marketing and vendor selection.  PSC
produces the annual Army v. Navy NCAA football game and played an integral role in bringing the following
events to Philadelphia:

- ESPN X Games
- NBA All-Star Weekend
- NCAA Women's Final Four
- Major League Baseball All-Star Weekend
- U.S. Gymnastics Championships
- U.S. Figure Skating Championships
- World Dragon Boat Racing Championships
- NCAA Men's Lacrosse Championships
- NCAA Men's Basketball East Regional

4.I - Educational Institution Support

The City of Philadelphia has the highest density of colleges and universities in the United States, with 101
institutions in the immediate metropolitan area.  Among these universities and colleges are several world renowned
institutions of higher learning including the University of Pennsylvania, Temple University, Drexel University, Saint
Joseph’s University and LaSalle University.  These institutions regularly contribute services, volunteers, venues and
financial backing to Philadelphia’s event community while producing and participating in top tier events themselves.
These events include:

 - Penn Relays (University of Pennsylvania)

 - Ride to Conquer Cancer (University of Pennsylvania)

 - University City 5K (Drexel University)

 - Legs Against Arms 5K (St. Joseph’s University)

 - LaSalle University Community Health Fairs

 - Collegiate Regattas (Aberdeen Dad Vail Regatta)

All of the institutions listed above also compete in a variety of Division 1 NCAA sports and are regular participants
in the NCAA Basketball Tournament each March.  Temple University is home to the Liacouras Center, a first-class
10,000 seat arena that is utilized for a variety of collegiate and professional sporting events, concerts and
expositions.
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4.J - Special Incentives Provided to Festivals and Events by Local Venues
The stated functions of the Office of Special Events, the Office of Big Events & Research and the Office of the
City Representative include negotiation with public and private stakeholders to bring events to the City of
Philadelphia.  The Philadelphia event community is fortunate to have a productive collaborative relationship with
the local business community and local venues.  Businesses and venues understand that festivals and events have
the propensity to draw visitors to the community and local hospitality establishments, and are usually highly
supportive of these types of endeavors.

The Pennsylvania Convention Center has agreements in place with a number of Center City hotels for special
incentives and discounts on room rates, restaurants, and tickets.  Local hotels regularly offer packages and discounts
to visitors of events and festivals, including the Made in America Music Festival, the Wawa Welcome America
Festival and Philadelphia Auto and Flower Shows. The “Visit Philadelphia Overnight Hotel Package” offers
consecutive nights at a participating hotel, free parking, and complimentary all-day passes for the PHLASH bus, a
tour bus that provides visitors and residents with expedited transportation to many of Philadelphia’s top cultural
and recreational attractions.

At the neighborhood level, the Philadelphia Department of Parks and Recreation offers discounted site usage rates
at all parks and recreation centers under their jurisdiction for events that are sponsored by and/or benefit
community residents and businesses.  This program serves to encourage community building events such as health
and resource fairs, concerts and farmer’s markets.

Mutually agreeable partnerships between local venues and event producers have allowed Philadelphia’s event sector
to flourish.  New and exciting events are coming to Philadelphia on a constant basis.  In September of 2015,
Philadelphia will host the World Meeting of Families, an international gathering of members of the Catholic faith
that could draw a Papal visit and millions of visitors to the region from around the world.

4.K - Access to Industry Suppliers in the Local Market
Philadelphia and the surrounding region has the support of a vast number of private special event industry suppliers.
Many of these vendors have cultivated positive working relationships with the City departments that are responsible
for permit issuance, including the Department of Licenses & Inspections and the Health Department’s Office of
Food Protection.  These relationships serve to effectively streamline the logistics and planning process for event
organizers, which is a great benefit to all stakeholders in the event community.

In the spirit of facilitating partnerships and furthering the proliferation of festivals and events, the City of
Philadelphia’s Office of Special Events publishes a list of frequently used, high performing vendors of event
equipment and services for use by event organizers and members of the community.

The Office of Special Events, in addition to facilitating City public safety services for festivals and events, also
coordinates rental of City-owned special event equipment.  The City of Philadelphia owns six platform stages of
varying sizes, two mobile stages, concert-grade sound equipment and over 1,400 pieces of metal barricade.  This
equipment is made available to event organizers and constituents at a price that is competitive with the private
sector.

4.L - Direct Industry Involvement by Any of  the Above
Examples of direct industry involvement have been included in the above responses.  Additional information can be
provided should it be deemed necessary.
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Section 5. Leveraging “Community
Capital” Created by Festivals & Events
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5.A - Community Branding

Philadelphia has cultivated a positive reputation in the event community by repeatedly executing special events
safely and efficiently.  The Philadelphia Police and Fire Departments and the Office of Emergency Management are
experts in the coordination and deployment of public safety personnel and equipment, supporting a multitude of
special events while mitigating the impact to the general public.  The Health Department works to eliminate the
threat of food-bourne illnesses at events, while the Streets Department quickly restores event footprints to their
original condition after the conclusion of festivities.  The Office of Special Events works to ensure that City services
are delivered on time and on budget.

These efforts are made to further Philadelphia’s brand as a first rate event city.  Special events, and the industries
they support, are vital to the economic and cultural growth of the Philadelphia metropolitan area.  An established
record of successful event execution builds upon the positive image of Philadelphia and makes the Philadelphia
region an attractive destination for event planners, businesses and visitors.

5.B - Promoting Tourism

According to the Visit Philadelphia (GPTMC), Philadelphia’s hospitality and tourism industry supports
approximately 89,000 jobs annually and generates nearly $10 billion in economic activity each year.

The City of Philadelphia, with its background as the birthplace of America and innumerable historical and cultural
attractions, boasts a burgeoning tourism and hospitality industry.  This puts Philadelphia in an enviable position as a
major U.S. city with the necessary infrastructure and experience to easily accommodate all manner of festivals and
events.

Events and festivals, by their very nature, serve to drive tourism to the City of Philadelphia and the surrounding
region.  Visit Philadelphia (GPTMC), the Greater Philadelphia Convention and Visitor’s Bureau (PHLCVB) and the
Office of City Representative consistently feature events and festivals on their regular promotional materials.  Major
special events, such as the Philadelphia Flower Show, Welcome America Festival, Philadelphia International Festival
of the Arts and others are promoted through these organizations as well as local television and radio outlets. Hotels
and restaurants routinely offer promotional packages and discounts in conjunction with major special events with
the intention of influencing visitors to stay, dine and experience Philadelphia.
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5.C - Convention Marketing

The Greater Philadelphia Convention and Visitor’s Bureau, the primary marketing agency for the Pennsylvania
Convention Center, provides potential customers with pertinent information relating to events and festivals taking
place in Philadelphia and the surrounding counties.  Major events and festivals are used as an incentive to draw
conventions to Philadelphia, especially if the event relates to the purpose or demographic of the convention.  A
good example of this would be the scheduling of the American Transplant Congress Convention during the week-
long Philadelphia Science Festival.
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5.D - Corporate Recruiting Efforts

The Philadelphia Commerce Department works with the Greater Philadelphia Convention & Visitor’s Bureau,
Select Philadelphia and the International Visitor’s Council of Philadelphia to coordinate the city’s economic
development strategy.  Corporate recruitment efforts include the highlighting of Philadelphia’s creative economy
and burgeoning hospitality industry.  Philadelphia boasts the 5th fastest growing creative sector in the United States
and is home to the DesignPhiladelphia Festival, the largest annual design festival in the country.

Corporations and businesses also use Philadelphia’s event landscape as a recruitment tool for individual employees.
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, one of the most prestigious pediatric care facilities in the world, refers to
Philadelphia in its promotional material as a “modern ‘big city’ with old world charm”, and highlights many facets
of the local event community including Philadelphia’s professional sports teams, theatres, museums, concerts,
festivals and historical tours.

5.E - Relocation Packets & Information

The Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce offers a relocation package and resource guide to each of its
member organizations.  This guide contains information on cost of living, taxes, housing, communities,
transportation, leisure activities, open space, sports, arts and culture, education, health services, senior living, the
regional economy and more.  Member businesses and organizations are encouraged to distribute this material to
potential clients and employees to show all of the economic and cultural benefits that Philadelphia has to offer.

http://www.greaterphilachamber.com/relocation

http://www.greaterphilachamber.com/relocation


5.F - Familiarization Tours

The City of Philadelphia, the Greater Philadelphia Convention & Visitor’s Bureau (PHLCVB) and Visit Philadelphia
(GPTMC) showcase events and festivals on familiarization tours on an as needed basis.  The City of Philadelphia,
through the Office of Special Events, recently hosted a delegation of event managers and public safety officials
from Egypt during a Special Events Task Force Meeting.  This tour allowed Philadelphia officials to compare and
contrast local special event procedures with those of cities in Egypt, and was a highly productive experience for all
parties involved.

5.G - Out-of-Market Media Coverage

The City of Philadelphia encourages and facilitates out-of-market media coverage for local events and festivals.  The
Mayor’s Press Office, in conjunction with the Office of City of Representative and the Managing Director’s Office,
regularly issues press releases advertising major special events and all City departments are active on social media.

The City of Philadelphia has been fortunate to receive positive national media attention for a number of events in
recent years.  The Wawa Welcome America Party on the Parkway has been nationally televised on VH1 for the last
two years (2013 & 2014) and has included internationally recognized artists such as Daryl Hall, Jill Scott, Jennifer
Hudson, J. Cole, John Mayer, Ed Sheeran, Nicki Minaj and local band, the Roots.

The Budweiser Made in America Festival, produced and curated by Jay-Z, is a wildly popular two day outdoor
concert taking place on Benjamin Franklin Parkway.  Starting in 2012, this event was immediately met with national
media coverage and critical praise.  Analysis of ticket sales showed that the event drew, and contains to draw visitors
to Philadelphia from all corners of the United States.  Famous director Ron Howard filmed a documentary about
the planning and execution of the Made in America Festival which recently aired on the Showtime television
network and is scheduled for a theatrical release in the coming months.

5.H - Enhancing Exposure to the Arts and Other Causes

Philadelphia has a rich tradition in the creative and performing arts.  It is home to the Philadelphia Museum of Art
and the Barnes Museum, two of the preeminent art collections in the United States.  The Avenue of the Arts
contains numerous theatres and venues for the performing arts, including the Kimmel Center and the Academy of
Music.

The Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts is month-long celebration of the arts in Philadelphia.  The
institutions named above and many more offer special programming and discounted admission prices during the
festival.  This celebration culminates with a one-of-a-kind street festival along the Avenue of the Arts that draws
over 200,000 people to experience all genres of the creative and performing arts.
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5.I - Creating Highly Visible Public Relations Campaigns for City Facilities &
Services
Events and festivals are useful in the crafting of positive public relations campaigns for City agencies and venues.
Many times, the successful execution of a large scale special event is contingent upon the quality of City services
that are rendered in connection with the event.  Every event that is produced with little to no negative impact to
municipal infrastructure and the surrounding community shines a positive light on the City agencies involved.

Special events offer the Philadelphia Police and Fire Departments opportunity to deploy and showcase new
equipment including public safety vehicles, mobile command centers, lighting towers, public safety beacons, and
aerial surveillance equipment.  The Philadelphia Police and Fire Departments regularly participate in special events
by staffing recruitment tables and providing interactive displays and equipment for civilians.  These departments
also organize and produce the annual Hero Thrill Show, and full day of family friendly activities and demonstrations
by the elite units of the Philadelphia Police and Fire Departments.

Festivals and events also serve to highlight the venues in which they take place.  Major concerts and festivals on
Benjamin Franklin Parkway showcase some of Philadelphia’s most popular cultural attractions, including the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Barnes Museum, the Franklin Institute and the Rodin Museum.  The sports
stadium complex in South Philadelphia receives year-round media coverage due to the seven major professional
sports teams that call these facilities home, not to mention the many festivals, concerts and charitable runs that take
place on the complex grounds throughout the year.

5.J - Encouraging Community Bonding, Participation and Celebration
The City of Philadelphia is home to many festivals and events that encourage community bonding, participation and
celebration.  Approximately 700 applications are processed each year for local community festivals and parades.
One such event is the annual Mount Airy Day Festival.  Planned and produced almost entirely by Mount Airy
community members, this event brings the neighborhood together through community resource tables, displays
from local restaurants and merchants and performances by homegrown musicians, dancers and artists.

As an ethnically and culturally diverse city, Philadelphia also plays host to a large number of cultural events,
including the annual Puerto Rican Day Parade, St. Patrick’s Day Parade, Greek Independence Day Parade, Odunde
Festival, LGBT Pride Parade and the Pulaski Day Parade to name a few.  These events serve to unite communities,
encourage civic participation and pride, and celebrate the unique diversity of Philadelphia.

Philadelphia is a town that loves to celebrate, and this has never been more true than when the Philadelphia Phillies
won the World Series in 2008, becoming the first team to win a major championship for the city in over two
decades.  During the championship parade through the heart of Center City to the sports stadium complex, nearly
two million fans lined the streets and sidewalks in an event that united the entire city in celebration.  The 2008
Philadelphia Phillies World Series Championship Parade is considered to be the largest singular gathering of people
in the City’s history.
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5.K - Highlighting or Developing Underused Venues or Sections of  the
Community

The City of Philadelphia is committed to developing and revitalizing underused venues and commercial corridors in
local communities.  Community organizations and neighborhood business associations are encouraged to propose
and execute events and festivals that can bring visitors to their commercial districts and residential areas.

A popular approach has been for neighborhoods to host street festivals or “night markets”, which are outdoor,
evening food bazaars that bring thousands of local and regional visitors to various neighborhoods throughout
Philadelphia to sample culinary creations from local restaurants and food trucks.  The community of West Oak
Lane is home to Ogontz Avenue, an underutilized commercial corridor.  Biannual Night Markets have brought
crowds and measurable economic stimulus to this area to the benefit of residents and business owners alike.

In 2010, the Managing Director’s Office and the Mayor’s Office established an initiative called the PhillyRising
Collaborative.  This initiative targets neighborhoods throughout Philadelphia that are plagued by chronic crime and
quality of life concerns, and establishes partnerships with community members to address these issues.  PhillyRising
has helped each community they support become stronger and more independent through local community
festivals, resource fairs and community clean up days, ensuring lasting positive impact as well as commercial and
residential growth in these neighborhoods.

5.L - Creating Legacies and Images Beyond the Event
Philadelphia is a city of legacies, steeped in tradition.   Festivals and events, by their very nature, create lasting
traditions and have driven millions of visitors to Philadelphia’s iconic venues over the years.

The Penn Relays, started in 1895, is the longest uninterrupted collegiate track meet in the United States.  Inspiring
performances and timeless photographs of this event have preserved its legacy, transformed Franklin Field into a
Philadelphia landmark and furthered the reputation and prestige of the University of Pennsylvania.

Visitors return to the PA Convention Center year after year to experience the beauty and wonderment of the
Philadelphia Flower Show, the oldest indoor flower show in the world.  This event and others have increased the
popularity and status of the PA Convention Center, bringing more conventions, expos and shows to the City of
Philadelphia.

The Benjamin Franklin Parkway, venue for the Welcome America Festival, the Made in America Music Festival,
Live Aid 2005 and countless other events each year, has become one of the most photographed urban streets in the
country.  Visitors to Philadelphia flock to this iconic roadway by the thousands to experience its manicured lawns,
statues, sculptures and cultural institutions as a result of the publicity gained through the production of festivals,
events and films.
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Section 6. Extra Credit
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6.A - Skills Development

Temple University, through its School of Hospitality and Tourism Management, offers the Event Leadership
Executive Certificate Program.  This program consists of six on-campus classes, 50-75 hours of externship, and a
final event portfolio project.  Classes offered in the program include:

 - Introduction to Event Management and Business Success
 - Integrating Event Strategies and Tactics
 - Principles of Effective Event Execution

- Event Operations and Risk Management
- Corporate Sponsorship
- 5 Critical Steps in Event Planning
- Etiquette and Protocol
- Legal Issues in Entertainment, Sports and Event Production
- Corporate Event Production/Leadership
- Social Media
- Fundraising

Although Temple University is the only local university to offer a professional development program that is
specifically tailored to event and festival management, other area universities regularly offer courses that are relevant
to the field.

6.B - Members of  Event Community Who Currently Hold a Certified Festival &
Event Executive (CFEE) Designation
Mr. Ira Rosen (CFEE) - IFEA Hall of Fame Inductee

*No other known Certified Festival & Event Executives*

6.C - Secondary School System Graduation Requirements that Encourage
Volunteerism and Community Service during Festivals and Events

The Philadelphia Public School District, as well as several local private and charter schools, require completion of a
multidisciplinary/service learning project in order to graduate.  These projects must include a community service
component, and many students choose to volunteer at festivals and events to fulfill this requirement.

High school and collegiate student volunteers are regular fixtures at special events throughout the City of
Philadelphia.  The Philadelphia Marathon, Broad Street Run and other large running events use volunteers from
local high schools and universities to assist with runner registration, water stations and clean up.  Students from
local schools work with community development corporations and business improvement organizations in the
setup and breakdown of neighborhood street festivals and health/resource fairs.

The Philadelphia Public and Parochial School Districts, private schools, charter schools and local universities are
extremely supportive of the special event community in Philadelphia.  The availability of enthusiastic and competent
student volunteers is a significant contributing factor to the success and growth of events and festivals in the region.
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Waste Watchers Initiative

The Mayor’s Office of Sustainability, in conjunction with the Managing Director’s Office and the Streets
Department, has launched an initiative called “Waste Watchers”, which is a volunteer program that works to ensure
the proper disposal of recycling, compost and rubbish at festivals and events taking place in Philadelphia.  This is
accomplished through the recruitment and training of volunteers to monitor waste receptacles at events and assist
with proactive waste disposal.

6.D - Festival and Event Shared Resource Program
The Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC) offers the City of Philadelphia additional
warehousing space for special events as needed. The Philadelphia Marathon and the Broad Street Run, both
organized and produced by City agencies, share warehousing space in the Philadelphia Navy Yard, which is owned
and operated by PIDC.  PIDC also permits the producers of the annual Philadelphia Thanksgiving Day Parade to
warehouse floats and other parade equipment in their Navy Yard facilities as needed.  This collaboration allows for
the efficient deployment of event assets while offering a cost savings compared to traditional storage facilities.

Another example of a shared resource program is the Philadelphia Mobile Food Association (PMFA).  This
association is comprised of a collection of mobile food and beverage vendors that are permitted by the Department
of Licenses and Inspections and the Health Department to operate in the City of Philadelphia on a permanent basis.
PFMA provides event organizers with a pool of credible and reliable vendors for their events and eliminates the
application process for new food and beverage vendors.

6.E - Efforts to Actively Recruit New Events

The City of Philadelphia and its supporting agencies are committed to bringing new and exciting events to the
region.  In 2012, the Mayor’s Office created the Office of Big Events & Research.  This office is responsible for
determining the criteria for what constitutes a big event, researching events in other cities with an eye to replicating
them in Philadelphia, creating new events to attract people to Philadelphia, and generating positive economic
impact for the City through local, regional and national publicity.

Examples of past events have been included in the preceding sections, and recent efforts include:

 - 2014 National Veterans Wheelchair Games (Confirmed - August 2014)
 - 2015 World Meeting of Families (Confirmed - September 2015)
 - 2016 Democratic National Convention (Application Pending)

The City of Philadelphia, through the operating departments, the Mayor’s Office and the Philadelphia Sports
Congress, regularly pursues major professional and collegiate sporting events including all-star celebrations and
championship games.

Philadelphia’s commitment to recruiting new events is such that Mayor Michael A. Nutter and Pennsylvania
Governor Tom Corbett personally traveled to the Vatican to speak with Pope Francis and request his attendance
at the World Meeting of Families event scheduled to take place in Philadelphia in September 2015.

6.F - Other Creative Endeavors
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6.F - Continued

Benjamin Franklin Parkway Public Safety Grid

Benjamin Franklin Parkway, anchored by the Philadelphia Museum of Art, is one of Philadelphia’s most iconic
streets.  A large number of major festivals, concerts and running events take place on Benjamin Franklin Parkway,
including the Welcome America Party on the Parkway, the Made in America Music Festival, the Philadelphia
Marathon and numerous cultural parades.

The City of Philadelphia, through a collaboration between the Office of Emergency Management and the
Philadelphia Police & Fire Departments, has conceived and implemented a tactical grid system for this area in order
to streamline public safety efforts during special events.  This alpha-numeric grid allows for the expedited
deployment of Police, Fire and EMS equipment and personnel while providing event-goers with visible landmarks
with which to orient themselves and request assistance.   Permanent grid markers will be in place prior to the 2015
Welcome America Festival and will remain indefinitely for use during all events taking place on Benjamin Franklin
Parkway.
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Special Events Policy

WHEREAS, The City of Philadelphia hosts hundreds of festivals, commercial block parties, and other special
events each year; and
WHEREAS, City government provides labor, supplies, and equipment to many of these special events; and
WHEREAS, The City has created a Special Events Review Committee and a standardized procedure to oversee
special events planning and staging, including the provision of City labor, supplies, and equipment therefor;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Edward G. Rendell, by the power vested in me as Mayor of the City of Philadelphia, do
hereby order as follows:

ARTICLE I: OVERVIEW
SECTION 1. "Special Event" Defined.
"Special events" means a preplanned event or series of events of less than a week's duration, sponsored by a public
or private person or entity, which is:
(a) located wholly or partially on property owned or maintained by the City; or
(b) located on any other property and requires for its successful execution, the provision and coordination of
municipal services to a degree significantly over and above that which the City routinely provides.
SECTION 2. General Policy.
City buildings, parks and all other City-owned or controlled real estate which have been constructed or maintained
for the benefit of the public shall be for the use of the public in general. To that end, no person or entity (including
City agencies) shall be given any special or exclusive privilege to use any public property under the control of the
City without first obtaining a permit pursuant to this section. Additionally, the Committee shall ensure that proper
coordination occurs among necessary City departments to facilitate the use of City streets for special event activities
including parades, street festivals, foot races, bike-a-thons, and all other events requiring closure of a right-of-way.

Article II: CITY PERSONNEL
SECTION 1. Special Events Review Committee.
(a) There is hereby established a Special Events Review Committee (the Committee), to be made up of the
following members:
(1) Deputy City Representative For Special Events (co-chair);
(2) Managing Director or designee (co-chair);
(3) Commissioner of Public Property or designee;
(4) Director of Office of Risk Management;
(5) City Solicitor or designee; and
(6) Executive Director of Fairmount Park Commission.
(b) The Committee shall have the following powers and duties:
(1) Review all applications for permits governing special events occurring within the corporate boundaries of the
City (including areas administered by the Fairmount Park Commission), and requests for attendant City support
services;
(2) Provide executive oversight of the management of any special account or fund established for management of or
support for special events;
(3) Prior to and during every special event, coordinate the permitting processes of all City departments providing
services to the special event;

3.G - Local Laws, Ordinances, Regulations, Permits and Policies Impacting
and Supportive of  Festivals and Events
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(4) In conjunction with the Special Events Task Force, provide technical assistance and information to special event
sponsors;
(5) Recommend appropriate risk management measures to protect the City during each special event;
(6) Administer all special event concession agreements and all special event permits pursuant to this ordinance,
except those expressly reserved to other City departments or agencies;
(7) Forward all approved requests for City services to the Managing Director at least thirty (30) days prior to the
start of the special event, to allow proper scheduling of employees;
(8) Have the authority to determine and require event promoters to provide essential services, including but not
limited to adequate onsite safety and traffic control, fire protection, firstaid services, sanitation and cleanup; and
(9) Set the rates, fees, and other charges to special event sponsors for rent and City services provided in connection
with special events.
SECTION 2. Deputy City Representative for Special Events.
(a) The Deputy City Representative for Special Events ('City Representative') shall represent the City Representative
and Director of Commerce at all meetings of the Committee.
(b) The City Representative shall maintain all administrative and financial records relating to special events,
including but not limited to the following:
(1) Correspondence with permit applicants and event sponsors, including notifications concerning permit
requirements, regulations affecting special events, and application deadlines; and
(2) Intra-department correspondence and memoranda concerning the establishment of fees for City services
provided to special event sponsor.
(c) The City Representative shall be the primary City contact person for special event permit applicants and event
sponsors.
SECTION 3. Managing Director.
(a) The Managing Director or designee (managing Directory shall represent the Managing Director's Office at all
meetings of the Committee.
(b) The Managing Director shall coordinate all requests for support services for all special events approved by the
Committee, including but not limited to the following tasks:
(1) Preparation of requests for City services;
(2) Determination of estimated costs to each City operating department;
(3) Confirmation that applications for all necessary City permits have been submitted and evaluated on a timely
basis; and
(4) Coordination of all support services from City operating departments, both before the special event and on-site.
(c) The Managing Director shall convene representatives of City operating departments as the Special Events Task
Force, in order to evaluate City support service requests and coordinate the provision of City resources and support
services for approved special events, and shall chair such Task Force.
(d) The Managing Director shall evaluate the proposed location of the special event, and the projected program for
the event, and notify the event sponsor of any changes in location and/or program determined by the Committee to
be necessary to make the event safe in conformity with City regulations.
(e) If the special event is expected to attract ten thousand (10,000) or more participants or attendees, ensure
compliance by the sponsor with the requirements of the Pennsylvania Department of Health Act 45, Title 28,
pertaining to Emergency Medical Services ('EMS') for Special Events, including either:
(1) The use of City Fire Department personnel and equipment (at sponsor' 8 cost); or for the event.
(2) Timely submission of a City Special Event EMS Plan
(f) The Managing Director shall monitor the staging of all special events, including but not limited to the following:
(1) Enforcement of all health, safety, vendor, licensing, and other regulations associated with any special event;
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(2) Proper administration of all special event concession agreements and licenses, and all special event permits;
(3) Need for implementation of emergency management procedures; and
(4) Adequate provision of on-site emergency medical services.
(g) The Managing Director shall monitor all costs to the City associated with the planning and staging of special
events, including scheduled overtime of City employees, to ensure that City departments do not exceed fiscal year
overtime projections.
SECTION 4. Commissioner of Public Property or Designee.
(a) The Commissioner of Public Property or designee ('Public Property') shall represent the Department of Public
Property at all meetings of the Committee.
(b) Public Property shall evaluate all requests for services requiring Department personnel, and rental requests for
City property and equipment, and determine the cost to be charged to a sponsor for provision of such services and
property.
(c) Public Property shall supervise on-site preparations for each special event, and coordinate private sector support
services with City services at such event.
SECTION 5. Director of Office of Risk Management.
(a) The Director of the Office of Risk Management ("Risk Manager") shall represent that office at all meetings of
the Committee.
(b) The Risk Manager shall evaluate special event applications and advise the Committee on appropriate risk
management measures to protect the City from liability during an event, including but not limited to amounts and
types of insurance to be required of event sponsors.
SECTION 6. City Solicitor.
(a) The City Solicitor or designee ("Solicitor') shall represent the Law Department at all meetings of the Committee.
(b) The Solicitor shall provide legal advice to the Committee on all matters relating to the consideration of special
events permit applications and the conduct of special events, including but not limited to the following:
(1) Permit requirements;
(2) Indemnification, insurance, and risk management issues;
(3) Leasing of public space;
(4) Ordinance and regulation requirements; and
(5) Special events policy oversight.
SECTION 7. Executive Director of Fairmount Park commission.
(a) The Executive Director of the Fairmount Park Commission or designee ("Fairmount Park") shall represent the
Fairmount Park Commission ("Commission') at all meetings of the Committee.
(b) Fairmount Park shall review all special event applications involving the use of Park services or facilities, and
determine the fees, rent, and other charges to be required by the Committee for the use of such services and
facilities.
SECTION 8. Special Events Task Force.
(a) The Special Events Task Force shall consist of the members of the Special Events Review Committee and
representatives of the following departments:
(1) Police Department;
(2) Fire Department;
(3) Department of Recreation;
(4) Department of Streets;
(5) Department of Health; and
(6) Department of Licenses and Inspections.
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(b) Members of the Special Events Task Force shall (individually and collectively) perform such duties necessary or
desirable for the planning and staging of special events as are directed by the Managing Director, including but not
limited to the following:
(1) Evaluate requests for City property, equipment, support services, and other resources, and submit for
Committee approval the costs to be charged to an event sponsor for such resources;
(2) Evaluate requests to close City streets, as well as event proposals that may affect the passage of traffic through
City streets, and recommend to the Committee the approval or denial of such requests and proposals;
(3) Evaluate the need for cleanup and sanitation services at special events, and recommend to the Committee such
sanitation measures that should be required of an event sponsor;
(4) Coordinate the provision of City property, equipment, support services, and other resources for Committee
approved special events;
(5) As directed by the Managing Director, provide technical assistance and information directly to special event
sponsors on the planning, setup and staging of events; and
(6) Consult with private sector entities to develop methods of cutting costs for providing City equipment and
services at special events, and develop an abatement strategy for recurring City costs associated with special events.

ARTICLE III : SPECIAL EVENTS PERMITTING PROCEDURE
SECTION 1. Rules and Regulations.
The Committee may establish rules and regulations for the use of public property. Such rules and regulations shall
become effective following the procedure set forth in the Philadelphia Home Rule Charter, and shall be enforced as
regulations of the City.
SECTION 2. Time Restrictions.
The Committee may place reasonable time restrictions on the issuance of special event permits, including without
limitation a prior notice requirement, first-come, first-served scheduling, limitations on frequency of use, and
limitation of permits to normal operating hours for City property.
SECTION 3. Location Restrictions.
The Committee may impose reasonable location restrictions on the issuance of special event permits, which
restrictions may consider the historic use of the property, recreational use policies, the size of the property and the
degree to which the special event would interfere with the historic use and adopted recreational use policies for the
property.
SECTION 4. Permit Considerations.
The Committee may deny or revoke a special event permit whenever it finds:
(a) The applicant person or entity has previously violated the provisions of a special event permit or has submitted
materially false or incomplete information on any special event permit application; or
(b) The special event would unreasonably interfere with the movement or service capability of police vehicles, fire
fighting equipment or ambulance service; or
(c) The special event would unreasonably interfere with the historic recreational use and the adopted recreational
use policies for a neighborhood park; or
(d) The special event would unreasonably interfere with another special event for which a permit has been issued; or
(e) The special event would create an undue burden on the personnel resources of the City; or
(f) The special event would have an unduly adverse impact on the environment or public health and safety.
SECTION 5. Street Closures.
All closures of City streets in conjunction with a special event shall be approved by the Committee after
consultation with the Police Commissioner and the Streets Commissioner.
SECTION 6. Permit Fee.
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The Committee may charge a permit application fee in an amount not to exceed the City's cost in administering
such application.
SECTION 7. Other Permits.
The Committee may require a separate permit and fees for certain activities accessory to a special event, including
but not limited to special parking facilities, hanging banners, setting up tents, fireworks, and serving alcoholic
beverages.
SECTION 8. Insurance.
(a) The Committee shall require every sponsor of a special event to provide a current certificate of insurance thirty
(30) days prior to the event. Such insurance shall protect the City from all claims for damages to property and bodily
injury in connection with the event, and comply with such other specified insurance coverage(s) and limits of
liability as are established by the Committee. The certificate of insurance shall name the City of Philadelphia as an
additional insured.
(b) Notwithstanding Section 8(a), the Committee may adjust or eliminate the insurance requirement for a special
event when, due to the nature of a particular event, it determines that some or all of the insurance coverage is not
necessary.
SECTION 9. Indemnity Agreement.
The Committee shall require every sponsor of a special event to execute an indemnity agreement in a form
approved by the City Solicitor, holding the City, its elected and appointed officials, agents, and employees harmless
against claims and losses arising from the special event or the sponsor's use of City property.
SECTION 10. Special Rules For Fairmount Park.
(a) Except as they may be made expressly applicable by the Fairmount Park Commission (the Commission), the
provisions of this Executive Order shall not apply to property owned, leased, or maintained by the Commission.
(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the Commission shall retain the right to reject any application for a special event
that it determines would not be in the best interests of the Park.
(c) The Commission shall retain the right to impose conditions and restrictions on the use of Park facilities in
addition to or different from those conditions and restrictions imposed by the Committee on the use of City
facilities and resources.
(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions contained in this Executive Order, the Commission may authorize the
holding of special events directly benefiting Park facilities and programs at facilities administered by the
Commission, without requiring the event sponsor to submit a special event permit application to the Committee for
approval or pay rent; provided, that the City shall be reimbursed by the event sponsor or the Commission for all
City services and support utilized on behalf of such special event.
SECTION 11. City-Sponsored Events.
All City government officials, departments, agencies, boards and commissions sponsoring a special event on City
property shall comply with the application procedures and other requirements set forth in this Executive Order;
provided, however, that unless otherwise directed by the Committee, such City entities shall not be required to pay
the fees and charges set forth herein.
SECTION 12. Committee-Designated Exempt Nonprofit Special Events.
(a) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Executive Order, the Committee may exempt a Nonprofit Special
Event (as defined in Article V herein) from payment of any or all fees and charges otherwise payable to the City
and/or the Commission for a special event; provided, that each exempted special event shall require the use of less
than One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) in City and/or Commission labor, materials, equipment, services, and other
expenditures; and provided further, that a Public Interest Organization may sponsor no more than one (1) special
event per calendar year that is exempted by the Committee in whole or in part from the payment of fees and
charges.
(b) All applicants for special event permits are presumed to have the financial means to pay the fees and charges
required of event sponsors pursuant to this Executive Order. An exemption from such fees and charges pursuant to
Subsection (a) may only be granted by the Committee upon petition of the special event sponsor, and production of
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such evidence as the Committee may require demonstrating to the Committee's satisfaction that the sponsor is in
fact unable to pay some or all of the fees and charges expected to be incurred by the special event. The sponsor
must show that it cannot pay such fees and charges prior to or during the event, and that it cannot reasonably
foresee that such funds could become available within a reasonable period following the event. Decisions of the
Committee pursuant to this Section 12 shall be final.
(c) In order for the Committee to exempt a Nonprofit Special Event from payment of any or all fees and charges
pursuant to this Section 12, the affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the Committee is required. A
request to exempt a Nonprofit Special Event from any or all fees and charges due to the Commission may not be
granted by the Committee without the affirmative vote of Fairmount Park.
(d) The sponsor of an exempted special event shall have the duty to notify the Committee of any change in
circumstances occurring prior to or during such event that impacts on its ability to pay any or all of the exempted
fees and charges for the event. The Committee shall retain the right to reimpose exempted fees and charges if it
determines that such circumstances make the sponsor more able to pay such costs. The Committee may revoke the
permit of any sponsor that willfully withholds from it prior to or during an exempted special event new information
pertaining to its financial status. .
(e) All special events exempted from payment of any or all fees and charges pursuant to this Section 12 shall
otherwise comply with all laws, rules, and regulations of the Committee and the Commission (where applicable).

ARTICLE IV: PERMITTING & CHARGES
SECTION 1. Procedure For Determining Charges.
Every person or entity sponsoring a special event involving sale of items, charging of admissions, or closure of
more than one block of City streets, shall comply with the following requirements:
(a) Obtain a special event permit pursuant to Article III; provided, however, that prior to the issuance of a permit to
use City property managed by a City department or agency other than one represented on the Committee or Special
Events Task Force, the director of the affected department or agency must consent to the issuance of the permit;
(b) Submit an application in a form approved by the Committee within such time period prior to the special event
as may be established by the Committee;
(c) If the special event is to be located wholly or partially on property owned, leased, or maintained by the City or
the Commission, pay property rent in scheduled amounts as may be determined from time to time by the
Committee or Commission and published in Article V of this Executive Order (as such Article V may be amended
from time to time). Article V and the rent schedule may include different charges for City facilities based on the
nonprofit purpose (if any) of a special event;
(d) Except as otherwise provided herein, pay all costs, at scheduled rates as determined from time to time by the
director of the affected department or designee and approved by the Committee, for services and equipment
exceeding normal service levels incurred during a special event by City departments and agencies;
(e) Provide such services in compliance with all applicable City codes and regulations, including without limitation:
- Event security and traffic control
- Crowd management
- Food preparation facilities
- Waste and litter control
- Toilet facilities
- Fire and emergency medical facilities and personnel
and any other services necessary to ensure that an event is conducted in a safe manner to protect the safety, health,
property, and general welfare of the City's citizens, as determined by the Committee. Security and traffic control
services must be performed by City police officers or a reputable outside provider approved by the Committee in
advance. The sponsor must also hire other City and/or outside personnel as may be required by the Committee to
perform other necessary health and safety functions;
(f) (1) If the special event is to include sales of goods or food, submit to the City a list of all participating vendors
together with a completed Special Events Vendor License application for each vendor authorized by the sponsor to
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sell at the special event and not holding a current City vendor license, and remit the required fee per vendor as a
license fee; provided, that if such applications and license fees are not submitted to the City at least ten (10) days
prior to the first day of the special event, a late fee for each application shall be due and payable at the time of
submission.
(2) Notwithstanding the above, if a holder of a current City vendor license participates in a special event under
conditions different from or not permitted under the terms of the holder's license, the sponsor shall be required to
submit a Special Event Vendor License application and remit the required fee for such vendor;
(g) At least ten (10) business days prior to the first day of the special event, post a bond or cashier's check in the
amount of the estimated cost of City services as determined by the Committee, as well as the amount of any other
sums due and payable to the City upon the occurrence of the special event. If after the special event the City
determines that the actual cost was less than the amount posted, funds will be reimbursed as promptly as possible.
If the actual cost of City services exceeds the posted amount, payment must be made within fifteen (15) calendar
days after the City invoices the sponsor for these costs; and
(h) Submit an independently audited statement of gross revenues derived from the special event within such time
period after the special event as may be specified by the Committee.
SECTION 2. Publishing of Rates and Charges.
Beginning with Fiscal Year 1994, sixty (60) days prior to the start of each City fiscal year, the Committee shall
establish and publish special event rental rates, service cost recovery amounts, and other fees for the upcoming
fiscal year. Such publication shall appear as Article V to this Executive Order. Fiscal Year 1993 rates shall be as
published by the Committee in Article v herein on the effective date of this Executive Order.
SECTION 3. Reimbursements to City Departments.
Any and all amounts paid to the City for equipment and additional department costs exceeding normal service levels
incurred because of special events shall be reimbursed to the City departments providing such equipment and
services (and the Fairmount Park Commission, if applicable) as abatements for costs expended by them, upon
submission to the Managing Director of an itemized statement of expenses from each affected department.
SECTION 4. Payments to the City.
All payments to the City relating to special events, including but not limited to application fees and rents, shall be
directed to the City's General Fund.
SECTION 5. Managing Director's Report.
The Managing Director shall submit a report on the City costs and charges for special events to the Mayor and City
Council at the end of each fiscal year.

ARTICLE V: SCHEDULE OF RATES & DEADLINES
The following schedule of rates is adopted for all special events located in the City of Philadelphia:
SECTION 1. Definitions.
For purposes of this schedule of rates, the terms stated below shall have the following meanings:
Additional Department costs' means all additional costs for services exceeding normal service levels incurred during
a special event by all City Departments, as recommended by the Commissioners of said departments and approved
by the Committee.
Public Interest Organizations means either: (1) an entity qualifying for exemption from taxation pursuant to Section
501(c)(3) or Section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (or successor statute); or (2) an
organization with an active membership of twenty-five (25) or more City residents, organized to improve the quality
of life in the City of Philadelphia or part thereof, and that earns no profit for itself or any person.
Gross Event Revenues means all funds earned or raised by a special event from several sources, including but not
limited to paid admission/ticket charges, sponsorships and broadcast rights fees, Sales, and booth, vendor, or other
participation fees.
Sales means sales of food, beverages, novelties, services, or any other items offered for general sale to the public.
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SECTION 2. Event Classifications.
For purposes of this schedule, the event classifications stated below shall have the following meanings:
'Nonprofit Special Event' means a special event which (1) is sponsored by a Public Interest Organization, and (2)
contributes or reserves, without deductions or offsets, ninety percent (90%) or more of Gross Event Revenues to a
Public Interest Organization.
'Profit Special Events means a special event which contributes or reserves, without deductions or offsets, less than
ten percent (10%) of Gross Event Revenues to a Public Interest Organization.
SECTION 3. Application Fee and Deadlines.
(a) Applications for special events shall be submitted as early as possible, but no later than seventy-five (75) days
prior to the expected first day of a special event. Applications submitted within seventy-five (75) days of the first
day of a special event must be accompanied by payment of a TwentyFive Dollar ($25.00) late fee.
(b) All persons or entities submitting a special event application shall remit an application fee of Fifty Dollars
($50.00) at the time of submission. The application fee and any late fee shall be payable only by check or money
order payable to the City, and shall be non-refundable.
SECTION 4. Special Event Vendor License Fee.
All persons or entities submitting a Special Event Vendor License application shall remit an application fee of
SeventyFive Dollars ($75.00) at the time of submission. A late fee of Fifty Dollars ($50.00) per application shall be
remitted with all applications submitted within ten (10) days of the first day of a special event. The fees shall be
payable only by check or money order payable to the City, and shall be nonrefundable.
SECTION 5. Street Closing Permit.
All applications for street closing permits to be issued for special events, non-resident sponsored block parties, or
any other unusual activity, shall cost Fifty Dollars ($50.00) per block. This application fee must be posted with the
appropriate application no later than seventy-five (75) days prior to the expected first day of the activity.
Applications submitted within seventy-five (75) days of the first day of the activity must be accompanied by
payment of a TwentyFive Dollar ($25.00) late fee. The fees shall be payable only by check or money order payable
to the City, and shall be nonrefundable.
SECTION 6. Rent: Profit Special Events.
All persons or entities conducting a Profit Special Event wholly or partially on property which is owned, leased or
maintained by the City shall pay daily property rent as required by the Committee and listed on Exhibit "A"'
attached hereto.
SECTION 7. City Personnel Cost Recovery: Profit Special Events.
In addition to rent, each sponsor or producer of a Profit Special Event shall reimburse the City an amount equal to
all personnel costs for services provided by all City departments, including but not limited to costs for public safety,
public health, sanitation, and Department of Public Property personnel.
SECTION 8. City Equipment Cost Recovery: All Events.
Each sponsor of a Profit or Nonprofit Special Event shall pay rental fees in advance for any and all equipment
provided by the City to the event. Such fees shall be as listed on the Schedule of Equipment attached hereto as
Exhibit "B", as the same may be amended from time to time.
Following the conclusion of an event, the sponsor shall pay the City for the repair and/or replacement costs (as
determined by the City in its sole discretion) of equipment that is not returned or returned in an unacceptable
condition (reasonable wear and tear excepted).

SECTION 1. Dissemination of Information.
A copy of this Executive Order and/or a summary of its provisions shall be distributed to all current officials of the
Administrative and Executive Branch, and to all newly appointed officials. Such a summary shall also be provided to
all sponsors and prospective sponsors of special events.
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(Bill No. 050749)

AN ORDINANCE

Amending Title 10 of The Philadelphia Code, entitled “Regulation of Individual Conduct
and Activity,” including by amending Chapter 10-400 of the Philadelphia Code, entitled
“Noise and Excessive Vibration,” by amending definitions; establishing new rules
regarding prohibited conduct; providing enforcement authority to City departments;
making technical changes and changes to related provisions; and superseding certain
Health Department regulations; all under certain terms and conditions.

WHEREAS, Chapter 10-400 of The Philadelphia Code, entitled “Noise and Excessive
Vibration,” and the extensive “Noise and Excessive Vibration Regulations” of the
Department of Public Health, have evolved over many years, with many amendments;
and

WHEREAS, those provisions are in need of consolidation, modification and clarification,
in order to provide clearer rules for the citizens of Philadelphia to follow and the City to
enforce regarding the maximum volumes of sound people and businesses are permitted to
make in various situations; NOW, THEREFORE,

THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA HEREBY ORDAINS:

SECTION 1. Section 10-402 of The Philadelphia Code is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:

§10-402. Definitions.

The following definitions shall apply to this Chapter and the Regulations adopted
hereunder:

(1) Background sound level. The measured sound level in the area, exclusive
of extraneous sounds and the sound contribution of the specific source in question.

(2) Board. The Board of Health.

(3) Construction. Site preparation, excavation, filling or grading or the

City of Philadelphia Noise Ordinance
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(4) Decibel (dB). A unit for measuring the volume of sound equal to 20 times
the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the pressure of the sound measured to the
reference pressure which is 20 micropascals (20 micronewtons per square meter).

(5) Department. The Department of Public Health, Health Commissioner or
any authorized representative thereof.

(6) Emergency and Public Works Construction. Construction necessary to
protect health and safety, construction by public utilities, and construction on streets,
bridges and sidewalks for public works purposes or such other construction activity
specifically designated by the City as emergency construction after consultation with the
Health Department.

(7) Extraneous sound. A sound the level of which does not remain generally
constant during measurement.

(8)  Person. Any individual, natural person, syndicate, association,
partnership, firm, corporation, institution, agency, authority, department, bureau or
instrumentality of federal, state or local government or other entity recognized by law as
a subject of rights and duties.

(9) Property Boundary. In the case of a single-family dwelling, or a property
used solely for non-residential purposes, the legal property line. In the case of a
structure containing two-family, multi-family or other non-single-family residential
dwellings, the legal property line and any partition between separately occupied units
within the property.

(10) Public Right-of-Way. Property to which the public has a legal right of
access including, but not limited to, public sidewalks and streets and public parks, but
not including buildings.

(11) Regular Construction. Construction between the hours of 7 a.m. and 8
p.m., Monday through Friday, or between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. on weekends
and legal, national or state holidays.

(12) Siren. A device manually or electrically operated for producing a
penetrating warning sound.

(13) Residential property. The units in any property in which people reside
on a permanent or semi-permanent basis.

(14) Sound. An oscillation in pressure, particle displacement, particle velocity
or other physical parameter in a medium with internal forces that causes compression
and rarefaction of that medium.
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(15) Sound Level Meter. An instrument used to measure sound pressure levels.

(16) Unamplified Human Voice. Human vocal sound that is not amplified by
any mechanical or electronic means.

(17) Vibration. An oscillatory motion of solid bodies of deterministic or
random nature described by displacement, velocity or acceleration with respect to a
given reference point.

SECTION 2. Section 10-403 of The Philadelphia Code is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:

§10-403. Prohibited Conduct.

(1) Sound Near Protected Facilities. No person shall create or cause, or
permit the creation of, sound that exceeds 3 decibels above background level measured at
the property boundary of any hospital, nursing home, house of worship, courthouse,
school, library or day care facility. This provision shall apply, notwithstanding the
potential applicability of a less restrictive standard in this Chapter.

(2) Sound From Residential Properties. No person shall create or cause, or
permit the creation of, sound originating from a residential property audible at a
distance greater than one hundred feet from the property boundary or that exceeds 3
decibels above background level measured beyond the property boundary except for the
following:

(a) the operation of lawn maintenance equipment between the hours of
8 a.m. and 8 p.m., provided the equipment is functioning within manufacturer’s
specifications and with sound-reducing equipment in use and in proper operating
condition;

(b) sound originating from an air conditioning or refrigeration unit or
system; sound from such a source shall not exceed:

(i) 5 decibels above background level measured at the
property boundary of the nearest occupied residential property;

(ii) 10 decibels above background level measured at the property
boundary of the nearest occupied non-residential property;

(c) sound from animals, to which the restrictions of paragraph (6)
apply; and
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(d) the unamplified human voice.

(3) Sound From Non-Residential Properties. No person shall create or cause,
or permit the creation of, sound originating from a property used for a non-residential
purpose that exceeds:

(a) 5 decibels above background level measured at the property boundary of
the nearest occupied residential property; or

(b) 10 decibels above background level measured at the property boundary of
the nearest occupied non-residential property;

(4) Special Assembly Occupancies. No person shall create or cause, or
permit the creation of, sound originating from a special assembly occupancy, as defined
under Subcode B (The Building Code) of Title 4 of this Code, audible at a distance
greater than one hundred feet from the property boundary of such special assembly
occupancy. This subparagraph shall apply regardless whether it is more restrictive than
the limitations imposed by paragraph (3) of this section.

(5) Sound From Concert Venues and Stadia. No person shall create or cause,
or permit the creation of, sound originating from a concert venue or stadium that
contributes to a total sound level, exclusive of extraneous sounds, that exceeds 70
decibels measured at the property boundary of the nearest occupied residential property.

(6) Animal Sounds. No person shall cause or permit more than 5 expressions
of sound from one or more animals (such as individual barks from one or more dogs)
during a five minute period from any property audible at a distance greater than 50 feet
from the property boundary. This shall not apply to zoos, veterinary hospitals or clinics,
animal shelters, a circus or other licensed entertainment venue, or a facility used for
educational or scientific purposes, such as schools and laboratories.

(7) Sound Created In The Right-Of-Way. No person shall create or cause, or
permit the creation of, sound in the public right-of-way:

(a)  abutting a residential property by amplification from a radio, tape player
or similar device between the hours of 9 p.m. and 8 a.m., unless used in
connection with an earplug or earphones which will prevent significant
emanation of sound from such device; or

(b) that exceeds the levels permissible for sound emanating from property
directly abutting such portion of the right-of-way.
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(c) The limitations of this paragraph shall not apply to a Demonstration for
which a permit has been obtained pursuant to the City’s “Regulation Governing
Permits For Demonstrations On City Property.” The Department of Health may
adopt, by regulation, additional limitations applicable to public demonstrations
and sound-making activity in the right-of-way.

(8) Exception for Construction Activity. The restrictions of paragraphs (1)
through (5) and 7(b) do not apply to regular construction and emergency and public
works construction, provided that all equipment used in connection with such
construction is maintained and operated in compliance with all applicable law.

(9) Amplified devices on public transportation. No radio, tape player or other
similar amplified device may be used on a public transportation vehicle unless the user of
the device utilizes an earplug or earphones that prevent anything other than minimal
sound to emanate beyond the user.

(10) Sirens.

(a) Sirens shall be operated only during emergency situations. No siren shall
exceed 128 decibels more than 10 feet from the source.

(b) No anti-theft or anti-intruder alarm system siren, whether for a home or a
vehicle, shall sound, either continuously or intermittently, for a course of more
than 15 minutes or for more than 15 minutes in a one hour period. All such
sirens shall be equipped with a reset device that causes automatic shutoff 15
minutes after the start of the alarm.

(11) Excessive Vibration. No person shall create or cause, or permit the
creation of, vibration levels that exceed 0.15 inches per second beyond any property
boundary or 30 yards from any moving source.

(12) The provisions of this section shall not apply to aircraft, airport and
railroad operations and licensed fireworks displays.

SECTION 3. Section 10-404 of The Philadelphia Code is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:

§10-404. Enforcement.

(1) The Department of Public Health, the Police Department, and the
Department of Licenses and Inspections shall have the power to effect compliance with
this Chapter and any Regulations adopted hereunder, by
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(a) issuance of a Code Violation Notice under the provisions of section
1-112 of this Code; and

(b) initiation, through the Law Department, of appropriate legal
proceedings:

(.1) for the imposition of a penalty under this Chapter; or

(.2) in order to prevent, restrain or abate noise or excessive
vibration prohibited by this Chapter or Regulations adopted hereunder, or the violation
of the provisions of any order made under Section 10-409.

(3) In addition, the Department shall have the authority to issue an order
pursuant to Section 10-409 commanding all necessary actions or forebearances, and
specifying a maximum period of time for the installation of any equipment or any other
measures necessary to achieve compliance.

(4) Continuing violations of this Chapter, any Regulation adopted hereunder,
or any order of the Department made hereunder are hereby declared to be a public
nuisance per se. Where the Department determines that a nuisance exists, the
Department, in addition to or in lieu of invoking any other sanction or remedial
procedure provided, may certify the existence of a nuisance per se, to the Department of
Licenses and Inspections, which shall provide notice of the certification to the violator
and itself or by contract abate and remove the violation; charge the cost of the abatement
or removal to the person responsible therefore; and with the approval of the Law
Department, collect the cost by lien or otherwise as may be authorized by law.

(5) The imposition of any penalty under this Chapter shall not prevent the
City from instituting any appropriate administrative action or proceeding or any action
at law or equity to require compliance with the provisions of this Chapter, regulations
adopted hereunder, or administrative orders and determinations made hereunder.

SECTION 4. Section 10-405 of The Philadelphia Code is amended as follows:

§10-405. Additional Powers and Duties of [City] The Department[s] of Public Health.

The powers and duties to be exercised by Department[s of the City under this
Chapter are as follows] of Public Health shall include the following:

[(1) The Department of Public Health shall be responsible for the administration
and enforcement of this Chapter and all Regulations adopted hereunder, as set forth
below in paragraphs (2) through (14) of this Section. In addition, the Department of
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Public Health, the Police Department, and the Department of Licenses and Inspections
shall have the authority to issue tickets for violations of this Chapter in residential
districts in accordance with the provisions of §10-406.

(2) The Department shall have the power to effect compliance with this
Chapter and any Regulations adopted hereunder, by:

(a) order pursuant to Section 10-408 commanding all necessary actions or
forebearances, and specifying a maximum period of time for the installation of any
equipment or any other measures necessary to achieve compliance; or

(b) initiation, through the Law Department, of appropriate legal proceedings
in any Court of Law:

(.1) for the imposition of a penalty under this Chapter; or

(.2) in order to prevent, restrain or abate noise or excessive vibration
prohibited by this Chapter or Regulations adopted hereunder, or the violation of the
provisions of any order made under Section 10-408.

The imposition of any penalty under Section 10-403 shall not prevent the
Department from instituting any appropriate administrative action or proceeding or any
action at law or equity to require compliance with the provisions of this Chapter,
regulations adopted hereunder, or administrative orders and determinations made
hereunder.]

[(3)] (1) * * *

[(4)] (2) * * *

[(5)] (3) * * *

[(6)] (4) * * *

[(7)] (5) * * *

[(8)] (6) * * *

[(9)] (7) * * *

[(10)] (8) * * *

[(11)] (9) * * *
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[(12)] (10) * * *

[(13)] (11) * * *

[(14)] (12) * * *

SECTION 5. Section 10-406 of The Philadelphia Code is deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:

§10-406. Penalties.

(1) The penalty for an initial violation of this Chapter is a fine of not less
than one hundred (100) dollars and not more than three hundred (300) dollars.

(2) For a second violation within twelve months of a prior violation, the
penalty is a fine of not less than two hundred (200) dollars and not more than four
hundred (400) dollars.

(3) For a third violation within twelve months of two prior violations, the
penalty is a fine of not less than three hundred (300) dollars and not more than five
hundred (500) dollars.

(4) For a fourth, or subsequent, violation within twelve months of three or
more violations, the penalty is a fine of not less than five hundred (500) dollars and not
more than seven hundred (700) dollars.

(5) A violation of the same requirement shall be considered as a separate
violation for each day the violation continues.

SECTION 6. Section 10-105 of The Philadelphia Code is amended as follows:

§10-105. Animals Committing Nuisances.

* * *

(4) Animal Noise. No person, having possession, custody or control of any
animal, shall knowingly or negligently permit any dog or other animal to make any noise
which causes unreasonable annoyance, disturbance or discomfort to a person or persons
residing within five hundred feet (500’) of the owner of said animal. The complainant(s)
must be willing to sign a complaint against the owner and agree to testify in court if
required.

* * *
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SECTION 7. The Philadelphia Department of Public Health’s “Noise and Excessive
Vibration Regulations” in effect on the date of adoption of this Ordinance are hereby
superseded, except for the definition of “Noise” and subsection III.B., entitled “Ash,
Trash, or Garbage Collection,” set forth in those Regulations and as may be amended
hereafter.

_____________________________________
Explanation:

Strikethough indicates matter deleted.
Italics indicate new matter added.
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CERTIFICATION: This is a true and correct copy of the original Bill, Passed by
the City Council on December 15, 2005. The Bill was Signed by the Mayor on
January 24, 2006.

Patricia Rafferty
Chief Clerk of the City Council
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3. City of Philadelphia Permit Policy for Demonstrations

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA

OFFICE OF THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

REGULATION GOVERNING
PERMITS FOR DEMONSTRATIONS

ON CITY PROPERTY

SECTION 1. Definitions.

a. The term “Appeal” shall have the meaning set forth in Section 12.

b. The term “Applicant” means the person or entity that seeks the issuance of a
Permit.

c. The term “Application” means a written application for a Permit on a form
prescribed for such purpose.

d. The term “City” means “The City of Philadelphia” acting through the Managing
Director’s Office, the Fairmount Park Commission, or the Police Department, as the case may
be.

e. The term “City Property” means all City streets, alleys, sidewalks, parks, plazas,
and public spaces, including Fairmount Park, that have been constructed or maintained for the
exclusive use and benefit of the public, including those that constitute traditional public forums,
designated public forums, or limited public forums, including Dilworth Plaza adjacent to City
Hall and Thomas Paine Plaza adjacent to the Municipal Services Building. The term “City
Property” shall not include the interior spaces of City Hall and other City buildings, including,
but not limited to, the Philadelphia International Airport, the Betsy Ross House, Eastern State
Penitentiary, Robin Hood Dell East, the Mann Music Center, or Veterans Stadium.

f. The term “Demonstration” means a public assembly, a meeting or gathering, a
rally or protest event, a political rally or event, a demonstration, speechmaking, marching, the
holding of vigils or religious services, and all other like forms of conduct, the primary purposes
of which is expressive activity or the communication or expression of views or grievances, that
(1) is engaged in by more than 75 persons and the conduct of which has the effect, intent, or
propensity to draw a crowd or onlookers, or (2) will occur upon any City street, sidewalk, or
alley without compliance with the normal and customary traffic regulations or controls
governing such places. The term “Demonstration” shall not mean the casual use of City Property
which does not have an intent or propensity to draw a crowd or onlookers, or a residential block
party governed by the Streets Department’s block party permitting process.

g. The term “Demonstration Sponsor” means the person or entity which is
responsible for the staging or production of a Demonstration.

h. The term “Fairmount Park” means all City Property that is owned, managed,
leased, or maintained by the Fairmount Park Commission (“Fairmount Park”), including, but not
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limited to, John F. Kennedy Plaza (LOVE Park), Rittenhouse Square, Levy Park, Pennwalt
Plaza, Sister Cities Plaza, VonColln Field, Eakins Oval Plaza, and the East Steps of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. The term “Fairmount Park” shall not mean the East Terrace of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Memorial Hall, the Waterworks, or other buildings and structures
maintained by the Fairmount Park Commission.

i. The term “Permit” means a written authorization issued by the City for the
staging or production of a Demonstration on City Property under stated terms and conditions.

j. The term “Permittee” means the person or entity to whom a Permit is issued.

k. The term “Permit Denial” means a written notice from the City informing an
Applicant that its Application for a Permit has been denied.

l. The term “Permit Revocation” means a written notice from the City informing a
Permittee that its Permit has been revoked.

SECTION 2. Permit Requirement for a Demonstration.

No person or entity shall conduct or hold a Demonstration on City Property without first
obtaining a Permit from the City.

SECTION 3. Application for Permit.

a. The Applicant must apply for a Permit by filing an Application, in person or by
mail, with the Managing Director’s Office, in room 1430 of the Municipal Services Building. .

b. The Application must be filled out completely and signed and dated by the
Applicant. If the Demonstration is sponsored or produced by an entity, a person legally
authorized to bind the entity must also sign the Application.

c. The Application must contain the following information:

1. the name, address, e-mail address, if available, day-time telephone
number, and fax number, if available, of the Applicant;

2. the name of the person who will be in charge of the Demonstration on-
site;

3. the name, address, e-mail address, if available, day-time telephone
number, and fax number, if available, of the Demonstration Sponsor;

4. the date, time, duration, and location of the proposed Demonstration
(including all set up and take down time);

5. an estimate of the approximate number of persons who are reasonably
expected to attend the Demonstration;
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6. if the Demonstration will include a march or parade, a detailed description
of the proposed route of the march or parade (with assembling, starting,
and ending points) and the proposed starting and ending times for the
march or parade;

7. a statement of any equipment or facilities which are owned by the
Applicant or Demonstration Sponsor that are expected to be used;

8. a statement of any equipment or facilities that the Applicant or
Demonstration Sponsor desires to rent from the City;

9. whether the Demonstration is a spontaneous event which has been planned
in response to a specific occurrence, and, if so, must briefly describe such
occurrence; and

10. a certification that the Applicant and Demonstration Sponsor will comply
with all governmental rules and regulations applicable to the
Demonstration, including, e.g., regulations concerning emergency medical
services at special events.

d. After submission of an Application, the Applicant must immediately provide the
City with any information that will amend, supplement or change any of the information
originally provided in the Application.

SECTION 4. Application Deadlines.

a. The Application for a Permit must be submitted to the City at least five business
days prior to the proposed date and time of the Demonstration. However, the City will accept
Applications less than five days prior to the proposed date and time of the Demonstration,
provided, however, that the proposed Demonstration is a spontaneously-planned event in
response to a recent occurrence (e.g., a march or rally that is timed to coincide with a recent or
future political or other announcement, decision, determination, or declaration by a local, state,
or federal official).

b. Where (1) the Applicant has requested the City to provide special or technical
services for purposes of assisting in the production or staging of the Demonstration, (2) the
Applicant has requested or requires the rental and use of City-owned equipment for the
production or staging of the Demonstration, or (3) the Applicant intends to erect fixed structures
upon City Property, e.g., sound stage or canopies or tents, the Application for a Permit must be
submitted to the City at least sixty business days prior to the proposed date and time of the
Demonstration. Absent extraordinary circumstances, the City will not accept Applications
meeting the criteria of this subsection beyond this 60-day deadline.

c. An Application shall be deemed submitted on the date it is received by the
Managing Director’s Office or, if received on a holiday or after normal business hours, on the
next business day that is not a holiday.
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SECTION 5. Application Fees.

Each Applicant for a Permit must remit an application fee of $20 at the time of
submission. The application fee must be by check or money order payable to the “City of
Philadelphia,” and is non-refundable. Applications which are submitted after the deadlines set
forth in Section 4 and which are accepted for processing by the City must also be accompanied
by a non-refundable late fee of $25.

SECTION 6. Order of Processing.

The City will process Applications for a Permit in the order that the City receives them.
The City will allocate the use of a particular City Property or a part thereof among competing
Applicants in the order of receipt of fully executed Applications together with the required
application fee. The City will have priority use of the requested City Property where the
proposed Demonstration conflicts or interferes with a previously scheduled event or with an
annual or otherwise regularly-held event or ceremony that is sponsored by or on behalf of the
City.

SECTION 7. Grounds for Denial of Application for Permit.

a. The City will approve an Application and grant a Permit unless there is a basis for
denial of the Application.

b. The following grounds will constitute a sufficient basis for denial of an
Application for a Permit:

1. the Application for a Permit (including any required attachments and
submissions) is not fully completed and executed;

2. the Application for a Permit contains a material falsehood or
misrepresentation;

3. the Applicant has not tendered the required application fee;

4. the proposed Demonstration conflicts or interferes with a previously
scheduled, annual, or otherwise regularly-held event or ceremony that is
sponsored by or on behalf of the City or any other person or entity at the
same City Property for the same date and time;

5. a fully executed prior Application for a Permit for the same City Property
and for the same date and time has been received, and a Permit has been or
will be granted to a different Applicant authorizing uses or activities
which do not reasonably permit multiple occupancy of the particular City
Property or part thereof;

6. the property sought to be used for the Demonstration is closed or partially
closed for construction, renovations, or other reasons, and use of the City
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Property will pose a threat to the safety of participants or will impose an
adverse impact upon the natural environment of the City Property;

7. the Demonstration will substantially or unnecessarily interfere with traffic
in the area contiguous to the activity, and will unreasonably disrupt
movement or circulation of vehicular or pedestrian traffic, unless there are
readily available at the time of the proposed Demonstration sufficient city
resources to mitigate any interference or disruption;

8. there are unavailable at the time of the Demonstration a sufficient number
of police officers to police and protect lawful participants in the
Demonstration and non-participants from traffic related hazards in light of
the other demands for police protection at the time of the proposed
Demonstration;

9. the concentration of persons, vehicles, or things at the assembly and
disbanding areas and along the route of the Demonstration will prevent
proper fire and police protection or emergency medical service;

10. the City has revoked a Permit which was previously issued to the
Applicant or for a Demonstration that was previously sponsored by the
Demonstration Sponsor;

11. the proposed route of any march or parade to be conducted in connection
with such Demonstration will proceed in a direction that is opposite of the
normal flow of vehicular traffic on such route, unless the direction of the
march or parade, or the location thereof, was inextricably intertwined with
the purpose of the Demonstration;

12. the City Property cannot safely accommodate the expected number of
participants in the Demonstration without an unduly adverse impact upon
the natural environment of the City Property;

13. the Demonstration cannot reasonably be accommodated with the
customary recreational and other uses and policies attendant to the City
Property, e.g., a neighborhood park;

14. the Demonstration for which the Applicant has requested the provision of
services from the City will place an undue burden on the personnel
resources of the City;

15. the Demonstration will have an unduly adverse impact on the landscaping,
planting, or natural environment of the City Property;

16. the Demonstration will have an unduly adverse impact on the public
health or safety of the Applicant, other users of the City Property, City
employees, or the public (e.g., the Demonstration will unreasonably
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interfere with the movement or service capability of police vehicles, fire
fighting equipment, or emergency medical or ambulance services);

17. the Demonstration will unreasonably interfere with the customary
functions and uses of, and ingress and egress to and from, buildings that
are immediately adjacent to the City Property;

18. the Applicant, or the person on whose behalf the Application for a Permit
was made, has on prior occasions damaged City Property and has not paid
in full for such damage;

19. the Applicant, or the person on whose behalf the Application for a Permit
was made, has not reimbursed the City for requested City personnel or
requested City equipment utilized in connection with a previously issued
Permit;

20. the Applicant has not complied or cannot comply with applicable licensure
requirements, ordinances, or regulations of the City concerning the sale or
offering for sale of any goods or services, including the requirement to
obtain a business privilege license;

21. the Demonstration is prohibited by law, including applicable City
ordinances and regulations;

22. the City Property requested is a limited public forum and the expressive
activities of the Demonstration do not fall within the designated category
of expressive activities for which the limited public forum has been
opened;

23. the City Property requested is a non-public forum that has not been opened
for expressive activity to the general public; and/or

24. the Application is sought for an event that is more appropriately covered
by Executive Order 6-93 relating to the City’s “Special Events Policy” or
for an event that does not satisfy the definition of “Demonstration.”

SECTION 8. Action on Application; Amendment or Revision of Applications.

a. In the case of Applications submitted under the deadline set forth in Section 4(a)
above, the City will grant or deny the Application within two business days after receipt of the
Application, provided, however, that the City may in its sole discretion extend this period of
review for an additional period of two business days, where the Application has been submitted
more than twenty days prior to the proposed date and time of the Demonstration.

b. In the case of Applications submitted under the deadline set forth in Section 4(b)
above, the City will grant or deny the Application within thirty days of receipt of the
Application.
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c. Any amendment or revision of an Application for a Permit will for purposes of
determining the priority of the Application, relate back to the original filing thereof; but the time
within which the City will grant or deny the Application for a Permit will be computed from the
date of the amendment or revision.

SECTION 9. Notice of Action; Issuance of Permit.

a. The City will immediately provide to the Applicant notice of the grant or denial of
the Application for a Permit by telephone, facsimile, or by e-mail, in accordance with the written
instructions of the Applicant in the Application.

b. Upon approval of the Application for a Permit, the City will issue to the Applicant
a Permit denoting the location of the City Property, the approved route of any march or parade,
and the date, time, and duration for which the Permit is valid. The Permit will note thereon any
reasonable restrictions, and any other special requirements, that are applicable to the Permit.

c. The Permit will be made available for personal pick up by the Applicant, or will
be mailed to the Applicant, in accordance with the written instructions of the Applicant in the
Application.

d. A Permit cannot be transferred or assigned, except that a Permit may be assigned
or transferred to an entity that is a legal successor to the Permitee upon the City’s written
permission.

SECTION 10. Denial of Application; Contents of Notice.

a. In the Permit Denial, the City will clearly set forth all grounds upon which the
Application for a Permit was denied by reference to Section 7(b) above.

b. Where feasible, the Permit Denial will contain a proposal by the City for
measures by which the Applicant may cure any technical defects in the Application.

c. Where the grounds for the Permit Denial are included in Section 7(b)(4), (5), (7),
(8), (9),(11), (12), or (13) above, the City will offer to the Applicant:

1. a proposal to hold the Demonstration at different City Property, if
available, for the same date and time, so long as the alternate City
Property is reasonably similar to the proposed location with comparable
public visibility;

2. a proposal to hold the Demonstration at the same City Property, if
available, but on an alternative date or time; or

3. a proposal for an alternative route for any proposed march or parade to be
conducted in connection with such Demonstration, so long as the alternate
route is reasonably similar to the proposed route and has comparable
public visibility.
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d. The City will serve the Permit Denial on the Applicant by first class U.S. mail, by
facsimile, or by e-mail, in accordance with the written instructions of the Applicant in the
Application. The City will also make the Permit Denial available for personal pick up by the
Applicant.

e. An Applicant desiring to accept an alternate proposal made by the City in
accordance with subsection (c)(1) – (3) above will promptly notify the City of its acceptance.

SECTION 11. Permit Revocation.

Upon written notice to a Permitee, the City may revoke a Permit, where it has been
determined that: the Permitee does not intend to comply with, cannot comply with, or has
violated, any of the conditions or restrictions applicable to the Permit, including but not limited
to the following:

a. failure of the Applicant to obtain any permits or licenses that are legally required
by The Philadelphia Code or any City ordinances in connection with the Demonstration;

b. failure of the Applicant to remit any required user fee(s) for City-owned
equipment;

c. failure to comply with any conditions applicable to the Permit.

SECTION 12. Procedures for Appeal of Permit Denials and Permit Revocations.

a. An Applicant who is denied a Permit, or a Permittee whose Permit has been
revoked, may file a written appeal (the “Appeal”) from such Permit Denial or Permit Revocation
with the Managing Director, in room 1420 of the Municipal Services Building.

b. The Appeal must be filed within 48 hours of the Permit Denial or Permit
Revocation and must state succinctly the grounds upon which it is asserted that the Permit Denial
or Permit Revocation should be modified or reversed. The Appeal must be accompanied by
copies of the Application for a Permit, the written Permit Denial or Permit Revocation from the
City, and any other papers or documentation material to the determination. A copy of any Appeal
shall be served by hand upon the City Solicitor, 1515 Arch Street, 17th Floor, One Parkway
Building.

c. The Managing Director shall promptly affirm, modify, or reverse the Permit
Denial or Permit Revocation and give notice of the decision to the Applicant.

SECTION 13. Permit Restrictions.

The City may place reasonable restrictions on the conduct of a Demonstration, which
restrictions may consider the customary use and nature of the City Property, recreational use
policies, the size and location of the City Property, and the degree to which the Demonstration
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might interfere with the customary uses and adopted recreational use policies for the City
Property.

SECTION 14. Compliance with Applicable Law.

a. A Permittee must comply with all applicable provisions of The Philadelphia Code
and all City ordinances, including those provisions concerning food and noise levels. A
Permittee must obtain, in advance of a Demonstration, separate permits for certain activities that
are accessory to a Demonstration, including, but not limited to, vending of food or goods, special
parking facilities, hanging banners, setting up tents, use of fireworks, and serving alcoholic
beverages.

b. Failure to obtain any such permits may be a basis for revocation of a Permit.

c. The issuance of a Permit under this Regulation will not supersede a requirement
for the Applicant to obtain any other permits required by law.

SECTION 15. Insurance.

a. The Applicant shall procure and maintain at all times during its use of City
Property insurance in such amounts and with such coverages as shall reasonably be required by
the City’s Division of Risk Management and shall name “The City of Philadelphia” as an
additional insured thereunder.

b. The amounts and type of insurance required shall be determined by the Division
of Risk Management based upon the nature of the Demonstration and the risk involved. The
Division of Risk Management shall prepare a uniform schedule of insurance guidelines for
Demonstrations.

c. The Applicant shall provide the City’s Division of Risk Management with a
certificate from an insurer evidencing such coverage prior to the Applicant’s use of City
Property, and within the time prescribed by the City. The certificate shall also provide that the
insurer shall give the City reasonable advance notice of insurer’s intent to cancel the insurance
coverage provided.

SECTION 16. Indemnity Agreement.

Upon submission of an Application and the issuance of a Permit, each Applicant shall be
deemed to have agreed to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its elected and
appointed officials, agents, and employees, from and against any and all claims against the City,
its elected and appointed officials, agents, and employees, and for all damage or losses to City-
owned building, structures, or other property, which arise from the acts or omissions of the
Applicant or persons within or under the direct control or supervision of the Applicant (e.g.,
employees).
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SECTION 17. Reimbursement of City Equipment Costs.

a. Each Demonstration Sponsor of a Demonstration shall pay rental fees, at least
five days in advance of the Demonstration, for any and all equipment to be provided by the City
for use in connection with the production or staging of the Demonstration. A schedule of such
equipment rental fees shall be provided to an Applicant upon request.

b. Following the conclusion of a Demonstration, the Demonstration Sponsor shall
pay the City for the repair and/or replacement costs (as determined by the City in its sole
discretion) of equipment that is not returned or is returned in an unacceptable condition
(reasonable wear and tear excepted).

SECTION 18. Reimbursement of City Personnel Costs.

Each Demonstration Sponsor of a Demonstration shall reimburse the City an amount
equal to all personnel costs for services that are specifically requested from the City for the
purpose of staging and conducting the Demonstration, including, but not limited to, costs for
public safety, public health, sanitation, and Department of Public Property personnel. This
section shall not be construed to apply to City police costs associated with traffic and crowd
control.

SECTION 19. Waiver of Insurance Requirement.

a. Any requirement for insurance shall be waived by the City Solicitor, or his or her
designee, if the requirement will be so financially burdensome that it will preclude the Applicant
from using City Property for the proposed Demonstration. A waiver of the insurance requirement
contained in Section 15 shall not be permitted where the Demonstration is covered by the
application deadline set forth in Section 4 (b).

b. Fees for City-owned equipment and City-provided services that are requested by
the Applicant cannot be waived pursuant to this Section.

c. Application for a waiver of the insurance requirement shall be made
simultaneously with the Application on a form prescribed by the Law Department and must
include an affidavit by the Applicant and sufficient financial information about the Applicant to
enable the City Solicitor, or his or her designee, to determine whether the insurance requirement
will be so financially burdensome that it will preclude the Applicant from using the City
Property for the proposed Demonstration.

SECTION 20. Severability; Amendments.

In the event that any provision of this Regulation, or the application thereof to any person
or circumstance, shall be judged invalid, the remainder of this Regulation and the application of
any such remaining provisions to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
The City reserves the right and power to modify, amend, or repeal this Regulation at any time in
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accordance the Philadelphia Home Rule Charter; and all rights, privileges and immunities
conferred by this Regulation or by acts done pursuant hereto shall exist subject to such power.

END OF REGULATION.
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Managing Director’s Office City of Philadelphia
1401 JFK Blvd. Michael A. Nutter, Mayor
Municipal Service Building, Suite 1430 Richard Negrin, Esquire,
Philadelphia, PA 19102 Managing Director
Phone: 215-686-3488
Fax: 215-686-3479
WWW.PHILA.GOV/MDO/SPECIALEVENTS

City of Philadelphia
Special Events Application

Application Fee: $25.00
(Check or money order only, payable to the City of Philadelphia. Cash is not accepted.)

General Information About Special Events:

Planning an event? Please follow these steps to get a permit,

Please read, complete, and submit the application below to request a special event permit. Applications are required to be
submitted (90) days in advance. Applications submitted less than (90) in advance must include an additional $30.00 late fee. Please
plan accordingly. There is a $25.00 non-refundable administrative processing fee for this form. This form is not a permit. The
completion of the application does not constitute an automatic approval.

If your event is a demonstration, protest, or rally, please complete and submit the Demonstration Permit Application.

You are encouraged NOT to make any additional arrangements for your event until you have received an approval (permit) for your
event.

Commercial Liability Insurance may be required by the City of Philadelphia’s Risk Management Department. (Will be determined
during the review process)

Other applications may be required i.e.,

City of Philadelphia Fire/Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

Department of Health Temporary Special Events Application and Sponsor Application for any event that will be requesting
permission to sell or sample food and/or beverages.

Dept. of Parks & Recreation for the use of recreation centers, designated park areas, bleachers, or the Showmobile.

Department of Licenses and Inspections for the sale of food or merchandise or for tents larger than 400 square feet.

Streets Department issues permits for festivals and block parties in areas not controlled by Dept. of Parks & Recreation.

Refer to each application for the appropriate fees and mailing address. Failure to forward your application to the appropriate address
will cause a delay in the process.

Note: Applicant is solely responsible for costs incurred for City services rendered for the event, i.e.,

Police, Public Property, Licenses and Inspections, Sanitation, etc. A cost analysis will be provided prior to issuance of a fully
executed permit when necessary.

If you have any questions regarding this process or need any additional assistance, please contact Jazelle Jones, Deputy Managing
Director, Mechelle Sabb, Deputy Director of Operations, or Robert Allen, Asst. Managing Director at 215-686-3488.

Please remit payment by check or money order with your completed application(s). No cash will be accepted.
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City of Philadelphia
Special Events Application

Please read and complete the 5 steps and return this portion of the application along with the required fee of
$25.00 made payable to the City of Philadelphia. Faxed copies of this application will not be accepted.

Step 1. Event Information

Name of Event:______________________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Event:__________________________________________________________________________________________

Specific Location Requested:____________________________________________________________________________________

Date(s) of Event:___________________________ Set-Up Date/Time:_________________ Breakdown Date/Time:______________

Hours of Event, If Athletic Event, Please Include Step Off Time:________________________________________________________

Alternate Date(s) and Location(s):________________________________________________________________________________

Estimated Attendance (Crowd Size):______________________________________________________________________________

Name of Individual or Organization:______________________________________________________________________________

NonProfit – If Yes, Please Verify Status:    No    Yes  If Yes, Tax ID# __________________________

Event Coordinator:____________________________________________________________________________________________

Street Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________

City:____________________________________ State:______________________ Zip Code:_____________________________

Daytime Phone Number:________________________________________ Fax Number:____________________________________

E-Mail Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________

On site Contact On Event Day:______________________________________ Cell Number:________________________________

Step 2. Additional Information – Privately Supplied Equipment

Amplified Sound
Any amplified sound is subject to the City of Philadelphia Noise Ordinance

List Hours (no sound may be used before 7am): _____________________________________________________________________

Vendor or Contractor providing the service:________________________________________________________________________

Stages
If you are planning to utilize staging, please describe:

Quantity:____________________________ Sizes: _________________________________________________________________

Vendor or Contractor providing the service:________________________________________________________________________

Tents
If you are planning to erect tents or canopies, please describe (Single tents or canopies measuring over 400 square feet require a
permit from the Department of Licenses and Inspections.)

Quantity:____________________ Sizes:________________________________________ Total Square Feet:__________________

Vendor or Contractor providing the service:________________________________________________________________________
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City of Philadelphia
Special Events Application

Please read and complete the 5 steps and return this portion of the application along with the required fee of
$25.00 made payable to the City of Philadelphia. Faxed copies of this application will not be accepted.

Step 2. Additional Information – Privately Supplied Equipment (cont.)

Vendors and Corporate Sampling or Product Giveaways
Will you be requesting a permit to vend food, or distribute samples of any food products?  □ No  □ Yes
(Health Department permit required)

If yes, provide vendor names:____________________________________________________________________________________

Will you be selling retail merchandise? ________________________________________  □ No  □ Yes
(License and Inspection permit required)

Step 3. City Equipment / Services Requested

□ Stage(s) Quantity:_______ Size(s):___________________ Bunting?  □ No  □ Yes Color: ____________

□ Showmobile (Parks & Recreation Mobile Stage – 16’x24’) With Sound?  □ No  □ Yes

□ Amplified Sound (Please indicate below)

□ Portable PA System (Public Address w/ Small, Portable Speakers) Quantity:____________

□ PA System (Public Address w/ Overhead Horns) Quantity:____________

□ Small Sound System (2 Speakers - 1200 Watts) Quantity:____________

□ Medium Sound System (4 Speakers & Monitor – 2500 Watts) Quantity:____________

□ Philly Sound System (4 Speakers, 2 Monitors & Sub-Woofer – 7500 Watts) Quantity:____________

□ Concert Sound System (4 Speakers, 2 Monitors & 4 Sub-Woofers – 14,000 Watts) Quantity:____________

□ Podium Quantity:____________

□ Mult. Box (Press Plug-In) Quantity:____________

□ CD Player Quantity:____________

□ Microphone *Please specify “stand-up” or handheld* _______________ Quantity:____________

□ Barricades (Metal - Bike Rack Style; 8 Feet Long) Linear Feet:______________

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA IS UNABLE TO PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER IN
THE FORM OF DROPS AND/OR GENERATORS FOR SPECIAL EVENTS TAKING PLACE OUTSIDE OF THE
FAIRMOUNT PARK SYSTEM.

GENERATORS MUST BE INSTALLED & OPERATED BY A LICENSED ELECTRICAN WITH ALL NECESSARY
ELECTRICAL PERMITS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF LICENSES & INSPECTIONS.
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City of Philadelphia
Special Events Application

Please read and complete the 5 steps and return this portion of the application along with the required fee of
$25.00 made payable to the City of Philadelphia. Faxed copies of this application will not be accepted.

Step 3. City Equipment / Services Requested (cont.)

□ Bleachers Quantity:_______________________

□ Philadelphia Fire Dept. EMS Coverage (EMS coverage required if expected attendance is greater than 2,000 people)

□ Street Cleaning (Please specify before, after, or both) _________________________

□ Trash / Recycling Pickup (Please specify before, during, after, or all) _____________________

□ Trash Bins Quantity:____________  □ Recycling Bins Quantity:___________

*NOTE: Applicant is solely responsible for costs incurred for City services rendered for the event.

Step 4. PLEASE READ

No alcohol is permitted without the approval of the PA Liquor Control Board. A copy of the permit must remain on-site for
inspector’s review. Applicants must apply with the City of Philadelphia and/or the Commonwealth of PA for alcohol, merchandise
vending, food vending, and other sampling.

The City is unable to provide certain amenities such as port-a-johns/portable washrooms, tables, chairs, trash boxes, and
tents/canopies. The applicant is required to secure port-a-johns/portable washrooms, chairs, trash boxes, and tents/canopies for the
event at the applicant’s expense. Failure to adequately provide such amenities could result in the event applicant(s) or coordinator(s)
inability to hold future events in the City of Philadelphia.

Special Events cancellations or cancellation of requested services must be made in writing (10) days prior to the event. In the event of
inclement weather, cancellations or requests to reschedule must be made in writing at least (48) hours prior to the event. Failure to
provide written verification may result in the sponsor(s) being required to reimburse the City of Philadelphia for the agreed upon
services.

A certificate of insurance, addressed to the City of Philadelphia, Office of the Director of Finance, Risk Management Division,
1515 Arch Street - 14th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19102 is required. The certificate must evidence General Liability Insurance,
with a $1,000,000.00 limit of liability, naming the City of Philadelphia, its officers, agents, and employees as additional insured,
while specifically referencing the scheduled event. Each vendor and/or contractor must provide proof of insurance.

Step 5. Complete, Sign, and Date

By signing and submitting this Special Events Application, the sponsoring organization agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless
the City of Philadelphia and its officers, employees, and agents from and against any and all loses, costs (including but not limited to,
litigation and settlement costs and counsel fees), claims, suits, actions, damages, liability and expenses, occasioned wholly or in part
by Event sponsor’s act or omission or negligence or fault or the act or omission or negligence or fault of Event sponsor’s agents,
subcontractors, suppliers, employees or servants in connection with the Permit.

Legal Name of Organization:____________________________________________________________________________________

Authorized Signer: (print name) and Title:__________________________________________________________________________

Signature:________________________________________________________________ Date:______________________________
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Michael A. Nutter
Mayor, City of Philadelphia

Michael DiBerardinis
Deputy Mayor for Environmental

and Community Resources

Mark A. Focht
1st Deputy Commissioner,

Parks and Facilties

Susan Slawson
1st Deputy Commissioner,
Recreation and Programs

Philadelphia Parks & Recreation

Special Events
Permit Application

Events and Festivals

2014
Philadelphia Parks & Recreation

Special Events Office
Case Building

4300 S. Concourse Drive
Philadelphia, PA 19131

215-685-0060

www.phila.gov/parksandrecreation
This application is intended for the use of organizers of public and
private events, festivals, athletic events and those gatherings not
directly benefitting the Philadelphia Parks & Recreation department
(PPR) through its Friends and community group support network.

Follow the steps in this package to get your permit:

PPR has designated areas for events. Any gathering of 50 people or more in one location,
or any gathering requiring tents, sound systems, staging and/or any type of equipment is
considered to be a special event.

Arrangements for your event should not be made until you have received permit
approval from PPR. Return the completed application to the Special Events Office
along with payment and all other required documentation. All five steps in the Special
Events Permit Application process must be completed.
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Submitting Your Application
Event applicants will be responsible to provide the application fee, site fee, security deposit, staff costs, and
insurance indemnification required to receive a permit to hold an event.

All event applications must be submitted through the PPR Special Events Office. Applications must be
submitted at least ninety (90) days prior to the event. The application fee of $25.00 and all other
required documentation must accompany the application. Applications submitted less than ninety (90)
days prior to the event will be subject to an additional $30.00 late fee, which must accompany the
application. Only completed applications submitted to the Special Events Office will be reviewed.
Applications must be mailed or hand-delivered. Faxed or emailed applications will NOT be accepted.
Submitting an application does not grant the applicant a permit or permission to hold the event.
Once a completed application and the $25.00 fee is received, the Special Events Office will contact the
applicant to acknowledge receipt of the application, request more information for an extended review,
issue or deny the application.
Within 30 days of submitting the completed application and $25.00 fee, the applicant should receive a
pre-permit (conditional) or a denial letter with the application returned.
For Events & Festivals, Non-Affiliated Group Events, and Athletic Events, as described below, the pre-
permit must be signed and returned to the Special Events Office with full payment of the site fee, security
deposit, and staff costs, no later than forty-five (45) days prior to the event.
Once the signed pre-permit and all required payments, certificate of insurance and additional
documentation are received, the Special Events Office will execute and issue the authorized permit.
The only acceptable form of payment for all application fees, site fees, security deposits, and staff
costs is a check, cashier’s check, or money order, made payable to Fairmount Park. Credit card
payments or cash cannot be accepted under any circumstances.

The attached fee schedule does not apply to sites covered by agreements with third parties, indoor City
facilities such as recreation centers, libraries, etc., or events with 5,000 or more attendees. In determining the
site fee for events with over 5,000 attendees, the following factors shall be considered:

The length of time of the event;
The nature of use, including but not limited to, the location of the event and the type of equipment to be
brought into the site, and the displacement of any other uses caused by the event and its set-up and/or
disassembly;
The number of people expected to attend;
Whether the applicant will charge admission to attendees;
The size and type of the event, including the size of any staging and other event support structures;
The type and extent of City services required to support the event.

Special Event Category Definitions
Events & Festivals (attendance of no more than 5,000 spectators/participants. Restrictions may apply.)

These are large events held by non-profit and for-profit organizations which are open to public participation
and may include, but are not limited to, promotional or commercial events, concerts, or other artistic or
cultural performances, and do not otherwise constitute athletic events as defined below. Most of these events
will require that the applicant enter into a license agreement with PPR and reimburse the cost of all City
services. Themed events that include, but are not limited to, artificial coloring, obstacles, costumes and
character representation, lighting, water features, landscape or property alterations, or any other
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feature of the event deemed to be unsafe, inappropriate, or an inconvenience to other park users,
stakeholders, or the surrounding community cannot be considered.
Special regulations and application procedures for Park “A” Sites listed below:

East Terrace of the Philadelphia Museum of Art*
Fairmount Water Works
Rittenhouse Square
* Event organizers interested in using the East Terrace should contact the Philadelphia Museum of Art before completing
this application

Once the completed application and $25.00 application fee are received, the Special Events Office
will approve the date and times. 50% of the site fee must be paid immediately to secure the date.
Ten (10) business days prior to any setup for the event, the remainder of the site fee, including the
security deposit and any overtime reimbursement must be paid in full.

At least one PPR staff person will be required at all Park “A” sites during setup, the event, and break
down of the event. The applicant will be responsible for all costs associated with staff time and will
be required to reimburse any additional costs to PPR, either directly or as a deduction from the
refundable security deposit.

Cancellations must be made in writing and addressed to the PPR 1st Deputy Commissioner for
Parks & Facilities.
Cancellations made more than 60 days prior to the event date will receive 75% refund of the
security deposit.
Cancellations made 30-60 days prior to the event date will receive a 50% refund of the security
deposit.
Cancellations made less than 30 days prior to the event date will forfeit the entire security deposit.

Non-Affiliated Group Events (attendance of no more than 1,000 spectators/participants. Restrictions may apply.)
These are events which are hosted by non-profit organizations whose primary mission is not related to any
PPR initiative, asset, or program. The size or scope of these events does not rise to the level of an Event and
Festival but will require a certificate of insurance and may require City support. Level 4 events in this
category may have up to two (2) vending locations limited to a 10 foot by 20 foot space each, but no
promotional tents or vehicles, or any kind of corporate signs or banners will be permitted.

Athletic Events (attendance of no more than 5,000 spectators/participants. Restrictions may apply.)

Athletic events are any recreational or sporting events designed for public participation including, but not
limited to, regattas, road races, cycling races, walks, etc., and have an athletic activity as the primary focus of
the event. Sales of any kind, promotional tents or vehicles, corporate signs or banners, amplified sound
(except for public address announcements), and music are prohibited in Level 1, 2, or 3. Athletic Levels 1V,
2V, and 3V will permit up to two (2) vending locations limited to a 10 foot by 20 foot space each, but
no promotional tents or vehicles, or any kind of corporate signs or banners will be permitted. Athletic
permits at Level 4 are permitted to have amplified sound, including music and corporate sponsorship signage
and banners, but no vending.

Individuals (attendance of no more than 100 participants.)
These are private events hosted by an individual that is not affiliated with, or representing, a for-profit or
non-profit group or organization. No City services will be provided, and the applicant will be required to
indemnify and hold PPR and the City of Philadelphia harmless.
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Rules and Regulations for a Permitted Event
A copy of the permit must remain on site for review at all times.
No rain dates will be issued.
Permits are non-transferable.
The official PPR department logo must be used in all printed and electronic materials (brochures, flyers,
banners, t-shirts, websites, advertisements, or giveaways) produced in association with the event at a size
equivalent to no less than one-half of the presenting sponsor’s logo.
Parking or driving on grass, service roads or athletic fields is strictly prohibited. Applicants shall ensure
that their guests, vendors, concessionaries and exhibitors shall not park or drive vehicles on grass, service
roads, or athletic fields.
Fastening or attaching any rope, sign, banner, flyer or other object to any tree, shrub, or natural amenity
in any park area is strictly prohibited and automatically forfeits all or part of the security deposit.
No corporate advertisements or logos promoting alcohol products, tobacco products, casinos or adult
entertainment will be permitted.

Benjamin Franklin Parkway Rules and Regulations
In combination with the renovations and development of the Parkway, the rules and regulations of the PPR
will be strictly enforced.

Staking of any kind which includes, but is not limited to, tenting, guide wires, grounding rods, tethering
lines and/or signs post is strictly prohibited and automatically forfeits all or part of the security deposit.
Fastening or attaching any rope, sign, banner, flyer or other object to any tree, shrub, or natural amenities
on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway is strictly prohibited and automatically forfeits all or part of the
security deposit.
Parking or driving on grass, sidewalks, or grass panels is strictly prohibited. Applicants shall ensure that
their guests, vendors, concessionaries and exhibitors shall not park or drive vehicles on grass, sidewalks,
or grass panels.

Site Fees, Security Deposits, and Insurance

All applications must be completed and submitted to the Special Events Office as specified in the
Submitting Your Application section above.
Applicant will be charged 50 percent of the quoted daily site fee for each set up and break down day
associated with production of the event.
No refunds will be granted for any cancelled events or inclement weather conditions.
Security deposits will be refunded approximately 60 days following the event date if all requirements are
met and the site is left clean and without damage.
The certificate of insurance must evidence, at a minimum, general liability with a $1,000,000 per
occurrence limit of liability, specifically naming the City of Philadelphia, its officers, employees and
agents as an additional insured. The City reserves the right to require higher limits if the event so
warrants. Applicants who do not possess general liability insurance may be eligible to acquire the
appropriate insurance through the City’s Office of Risk Management.
Failure to obey the above rules and regulations will result in the forfeiture of all or part of the event
security deposit. Listed below are penalties for permit violations. Refer to the table below for a listing of
common violations and their respective penalties. All penalties will be deducted from the event security
deposit, unless otherwise agreed to in writing. Penalties that exceed the security deposit paid in advance
and being held by PPR will result in an outstanding balance that must be paid upon receipt of notice and
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prior to consideration of future Special Event permit requests. PPR may deny future Special Event permit
requests from any applicant if an outstanding balance exists.

Amenities
PPR does not provide amenities such as sound systems, tables, chairs or other support materials and
services.
Provisions for parking are not included in the issuance of any event permit.
PPR does not provide portable restrooms or disposable trash containers for Events. These amenities
must be procured by the applicant. The appropriate number of these amenities will be determined by the
PPR Special Events Manager.
Tents or canopies measuring over 100 square feet may require additional permits from the City of
Philadelphia Department of Licenses & Inspection. Any tent or canopy measuring over 400 square feet
will require a separate permit from the Department of Licenses & Inspection.  Check the City’s website
for additional information at www.phila.gov.

Other City Departments and Permits
Any event may require additional permits, approvals, or services from other departments in City government.
Below are contact numbers for various services that may be required.

Police - Sgt. M. Bergiven 215-685-1563 michael.bergiven@phila.gov. Police are required for any
road closures, crowd control, gated or admission charged events, or events with alcohol being served.
Fire – Capt. R. McCahery 215-685-9170 e-mail - ray.mccahery@phila.gov. The Fire Department must
be contacted for all events. The Fire Department will determine the appropriate levels of emergency medical
coverage required.
Health Department – J. Logan 215-685-7493 james.logan@phila.gov Any event planning to distribute,
sell or sample food must contact the Health Department for approval and permit.
Licenses and Inspection – M. Blaney 215-686-2522 e-mail - maureen.blaney@phila.gov. Any event
having tents, sales, structures, or electrical generators of any kind must have a permit or license from the
Department of Licenses and Inspections.
Managing Director’s Office - M. Sabb 215-686-3488 e-mail - mechelle.sabb@phila.gov. Requests for all
other City services must be submitted to the Managing Director’s Office.  These services include street
cleaning, sound, and general permission from the city.
PPR Approved Food Vendors – M. Wilken 215-683-0232 email – marc.wilken@phila.gov.
Any event that desires to include Food Trucks at their events can contact the PPR Concessions Manager for
a current list of licensed food vendors approved by Philadelphia Parks & Recreation.

Unauthorized vehicles on grass, athletic fields, pathways or service
roads

$50 per vehicle plus the cost of repair

Portable Toilets and hand washing stations on grass $25 per portable toilet or hand washing
station

Portable Toilets and hand washing stations left after 24 hours 25% of security deposit per day
Damage to Park property Cost of repair
Misrepresentation of any factual information required throughout the
application process or event implementation

Denial of future requests and/or forfeiture of
security deposit

Fastening or attaching any object to any tree, shrub, or natural
amenity

Forfeiture of all or part of the security
deposit
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Philadelphia Parks & Recreation
2014 Special Events Permit Application

Complete the following five steps and return this portion of the application along with the application fee of $25.00, made payable to
Philadelphia Parks and Recreation. Applications submitted less than 90 days prior to the event must include an additional $30 late fee.

Faxed or emailed copies of this application will not be accepted.
Step 1. Provide Event Information

Name of the event_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Park and specific location requested_______________________________________________________________________________

Day(s) and Date(s) of event (no rain dates)__________________________________________________________________________

Setup and breakdown dates, if applicable____________________________________________________________________________

Hours of event. Setup time________start time_________ finish time________ breakdown time____________Attendance___________

Description of Event ____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PPR services requested (electrician, plumber, clean-up, other) ___________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of individual or organization ________________________________________________________________________________

Street address__________________________________________________________________________________________________

City______________________________________________ State Zip Code ___________________________________

Non-profit organization? If yes, please attach current verification of 501 (c)(3) status. Yes No

Event Coordinator______________________________________________________________________________________________

Daytime phone number Fax number ____________________________________

E-mail address__________________________________________________________________________________________________

On site contact on event day________________________________________________________________________________________

Step 2. Select Type of Permit

Consult the table on the previous page in order to determine which type and which level or category of permit is suitable for the event you
are planning. Check the corresponding box below. Final determination will be made upon PPR review.

Amplified sound? (PPR does not provide sound systems) Amplified sound is subject to the City of Philadelphia Noise Ordinance.
Describe the type of amplified sound (music and/or PA system) and list hours (no sound system may be used before 7 AM).
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Vendor or Contractor providing the service______________________________________________________________

Non-Affiliated
Group Events

Events & Festivals Athletic Events

Other Sites Park “A”

q Level 1 q Level 1 q Level 1 q Level 1 q Level 1V
q Level 2 q Level 2 q Level 2 q Level 2 q Level 2V
q Level 3 q Level 3 q Level 3 q Level 3 q Level 3V
q Level 4 q Level 4 q Level 4 q Level 4

q Individuals

3. Additional Information
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Tents? (Tent company must contact Special Events Office before any installation)
If tents or canopies are planning to be erected, please describe .

Quantity Sizes Total Square feet

Vendor or Contractor providing the service

Alcohol at events is subject to restrictions and requirements.
Are you requesting permission to vend beer or wine? Yes No
Are you requesting permission to give away beer or wine? Yes No

Vendors, corporate sampling, or product giveaways.
Will you be requesting permission to display corporate banners, flyers or logos? Yes No
Will you be requesting permission to vend food or merchandise or sample any products? Yes No
Will you be selling retail merchandise? Yes No
Are you requesting permission to give participants food or merchandise? Yes No

Step 4. Read and initial at each blank space

All permits are subject to the following provisions:
The official PPR logo will be used in all printed and electronic materials (brochures, banners, t-shirts, websites,
advertisements, or giveaways) produced in association with the permitted event at a size equivalent to no less than ½ the
presenting organization or sponsor’s logo.
The staff costs for all City of Philadelphia employees must be paid in advance if charges are to be incurred.
A copy of the permit must remain on-site for review at all times.
Applications must be made to the City of Philadelphia and/or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for alcohol, food and
other licenses, which are required to hold your event.
PPR is not able to provide amenities such as portable restrooms, sound systems, tables, chairs or other support materials
and services.
The permit holder is required to secure portable restrooms, washing stations, disposable trash containers, and all other
amenities required to support the event.
No tobacco product may be used on any land or facility under the jurisdiction of PPR and the permit holder is responsible
to ensure that all event participants and spectators are notified of such, and in compliance.
Any single tent or canopy measuring over 100 square feet requires a permit from the City of Philadelphia’s Department of
Licenses and Inspections.
Applicant/organization must submit a certificate of insurance to the Special Events Office no later than 30 days prior to
the event. A permit will not be issued if an acceptable Certificate of Insurance is not received. ___
Applicant/organization’s address, checks for all payments, and Certificate of Insurance must be the same on all
documents.
I have carefully read all of the above instructions, rules, regulations on all the pages in this application and agreed to abide
by the requirements contained therein.

Step 5. Sign and return with all payments and required documentation

For Organizer:

Organizer (Legal Name of Organization)

Name of Authorized Signing Party: Title/Position

Signature: Date:
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NO.

DATE

NAME OF ORGANIZATION, ASSOCIATION OR SOCIETY ADDRESS OF ORGANIZATION

PRESIDENT OR CHAIRMAN ADDRESS (City) (State) (Zip Code)

SECRETARY

TREASURER

CHARACTER OF ORG. (Religious, Political, etc.) PURPOSE OF PARADE LOCATION OF REVIEWING STAND

PLACE OF FORMATION DATE OF PARADE START TIME / END TIME

DISMISSAL POINT # PARTICIPANTS # VEHICLES # MEMBERS IN ORG.

DESCRIPTION OF UNIFORMS & EQUIP. TO BE USED IN PARADE

DATE, TIME & PLACE OF ANY MEETINGS AT WHICH POLICE ATTENDANCE IS NECESSARY. IF NONE, SO STATE.

NAME, ADDRESS & TELEPHONE # OF GRAND MARSHALL AND/OR ORGANIZER OF PARADE

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT OFFICE HELD IN ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP CODE

DAYTIME TELEPHONE # EVENING TELEPHONE # FAX # EMAIL ADDRESS

APPLICATION FOR PARADE PERMIT

APPLICATION MAY BE SUBMITTED VIA U.S. MAIL OR FAXED TO 215-686-3479

MANAGING DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
SPECIAL EVENTS DEPARTMENT

MSB - 1401 JFK BLVD - SUITE 1430
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102

NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF OFFICIALS OF ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBLE FOR CONDUCT OF PARADE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the statements contained herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that if I
knowingly make any false statement herein, I am subject to such penalties as may be prescribed by law or ordinance.

OFFICE USE ONLY

ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED FOR APPROVAL

MUST BE FILED AT LEAST (45) DAYS PRIOR
TO THE FORMATION OF THE PARADE IN
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Photo Credits & Special Thanks

- City of  Philadelphia Mayor’s Office

- Visit Philadelphia (Greater Philadelphia Tourism and Marketing Corporation)

- Discover PHL (Philadelphia Convention and Visitor’s Bureau)

- Philadelphia Police Department

- Philadelphia Fire Department

- Office of  the City Representative

- MDO - Office of  Emergency Management

- Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA)

- University of  Pennsylvania

- Philadelphia Department of  Parks & Recreation

- National Park Service

- Philadelphia International Airport
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